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University tour

COU worried
about quality
by Bruce Arculus

McMaster University president
Alvin Lee says there is still excellence in Ontario universities, but he
worries about the ability to maintain quality in the face of financial

CORD photo by lan Dollar

New price is a bitter pill
by Kelly Jackson
and Sarah Hayward

When Laurier students returned
from the Christmas break, they
discovered the price of a female
oral contraceptive, or "the Pill,"
had doubled. It had been selling for
$3.00 to $3.50 but after WLU
Health Services reordered in the
fall, the price rose suddenly to
$7.00.

Donna Tiegen, a nurse at Health

Services, explained what happened.

Before September, WLU had
been considered a Family Planning
Unit by drug companies, such as
Ortho and Wyeth, and were offered
a discount on the price of the Pill,
she said.
"We were getting a good deal
from them," she continued. "It is
known that drug stores in the area

were not happy with the fact that
we (WLU) were offering the pill at
a discount price, but it had been
going on for so long that nobody

complained."
All that changed in September
when the University of Waterloo
began offering the pill through
their health services. Up until that
time, UW students had been buying the Pill from local pharmacies,
and receiving reimbursements
under the UW Drug Plan.

Tiegen said she is not pleased
with the situation.
"The irony of it is that they (UW
students) have a prescription drug
plan which still pays for their prescriptions, but we have an increase
in price," she said.
Wilfrid Laurier students were
not pleased at the sudden rise in
cost, but asked not to be identified.
"That' s no good," said one Laurier
student. "The whole thing is unfair."
"We can get them from Family
Planning Centres for $5
why
can't Laurier do the same thing?"
said another.
"This will discourage girls from
taking birth control pills," was
another reaction.
Tiegen said she feels there is one

When UW Health Services
began ordering in the fall, drug
companies refused to give them a
discount price, but charged the
university the same price as pharmacies pay. This had a detrimental
effect on WLU students.
"They raised our price the next way to resolve this situation.
time we placed an order," said Tei"The only solution 1 can see is
gen. "We had to pay a drug store for our students to have a prescripprice also."
tion drug plan," said Tiegen.
—

Protest march

adversity.
Lee and three representatives of
the Council of Ontario Universities
(COU) visited local universities last
Thursday as part of a tour to bring
public attention to underfunding.
Lee told local businessmen, politicians, school administrators and
media that public spending for universities has plummeted 18 percent
over the years 1974-84.
Public school contributions have
risen 23 percent and hospital contributions have increased by 50
percent during the same period,
according to Lee.
In a telephone interview, Lee
later said the fiscal situation of the
province is "fairly good," noting an
increase in provincial tax revenues.
"It's our turn now," Lee said. "If
we're to help this country get where
it's supposed to be, we need more

money."
WLU president Dr. John Weir
said Ontario has been consistently
last among the provinces in terms
of post-secondary funding. "We
should be doing better," he said.
Lee said the most striking example of underfunding during the
Waterloo tour was a conversation
with a University of Waterloo math
student who said compulsory 10question assignments are returned

with only two questions marked.
"The professors simply don't
have the time to mark all the questions. I would assume the students
don't know which questions are to
be marked, but still
"Equally striking was the situa....

tion at your school (WLU) where
the pianos are in the bedrooms of a
residence and books are stored in

shower stalls," Lee added.
The tour took the COU representatives through Laurier's Faculty of Music, presently housed in
Macdonald House, a converted
residence.
At the University of Waterloo,
the entourage viewed the computing facilities, which Dr. Weir described as "outdated and overcrowded."
continued

on page 3

Students
propose
housing
legislation
by Sarah Hayward

A private member's bill created by

a group of Wilfrid Laurier students
may lead to changes in the Landlord

Tenant Act, according to Wilfrid
Laurier Students' Union president

Matt Certosimo.
"The bill proposes amendments to
the Landlord Tenant Act, and the
Residential Tenancy Act, which will
clear up ambiguities surrounding the
rights of boarders and lodgers," said
Certosimo. "There is now no security
of tenure; the landlord can throw a
person out legally without any fair
notice or reason."
continued

on page

UW closes doors to underfunding
by Bruce Arculus

and Andrea Cole

So now Wright is working with lan Mitchell, the U of W economics student who

organized the computer protest.
Wright will be joined by faculty, staff and
students in a march to Waterloo City Hall.
They plan to march from the University of
Waterloo to Laurier, pick up anyone who
joins in, continue down King Street, and up
Erb to Marsland Centre.
Organizers say they are protesting the
decline in accessibility, a decline in quality,
and the 'brain drain' to south of the border.
At least one Waterloo professor is leaving
the school for the U.S. next year because of
a m., and professors are being urged to canunderfunding and the poor teaching condicel classes and postpone any tests and tions
which result.
exams scheduled.
All university employees are being asked
Wright was the object of student wrath
donate that day's pay to WATFUND,
to
last fall for his decision to charge all students
Waterloo's
equivalent of Laurier's Devela computer user fee, regardless of the faculty
Fund.
opment
they studied in.
Mitchell said he wants to emphasize that
His detractors cried foul; he claimed
the
march should not be seen as a radical
underfunding had left him no choice.

The University of Waterloo is packing it
in next Wednesday. They're closing their
doors, and sending everyone away.
The reason? Underfunding.
The oft-controversial president Doug
Wright has agreed to shut down his school
for three hours to dramatize the underfunding of Ontario schools, as part of the university's Joint Action Committee on underfunding.
The shut-down is due to begin at 10:30

demonstration. "It's about as moderate as
make a march we're making it a
stroll," he said.
Mitchell said he estimates "conservatively" at least 500 will participate.
you can

...

Inside

The marchers will be greeted at City Hall
by Waterloo Mayor Marjorie Carroll. Both
Carroll and Wright are slated to give
speeches.
(see related stories, page 3)

from perfect, the production indicates
exciting direction for the faculty.

an

page
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Conservative pres speaks
David McFadden, president of the Ontario
Conservative Party, presents his views on
underfunding and suggests that a coalition
of universities can remedy it.
page 3

Dickens opera
This year's Faculty of Music opera was
more professional than ever. While far

Hawkey finals begin
Tonight marks the beginning of the best-ofthree OUAA hockey semifinals. Laurier

hosts York University of Toronto Blues
Yeomen at Waterloo Arena at 8 p.m.
Come out and rock The Barn.
page
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Schools have image
problem, says PC
party president
by Sarah Hayward

Presidents on parade. McMaster president Alvin Lee and counterparts inspect
UW's crowded computer facilities. IMPRINT photo by Mark Holder).

Ifs our turn, says COU
continued from page 1
Lee said the most visible effects
of underfunding at McMaster are
in swollen class sizes. "Even the
senior classes have 80 or more students, so individual attention suffers."
McMaster also faces "an enormous maintenance problem" due
to lack of funds. Lee said low allo-

cations of funds for capital expenditures are resulting in standards well

below what health and fire regulations call for in some buildings.
Weir said the idea of the tour is

to emphasize "underfunding is not
a political issue
we have real
...

needs."
COU chair and Brock Univer-

sity president Alan Earp told Canadian University Press the aim of
the campaign is to increase the
attention universities get during the
budget-drafting process.
"We're hoping to show the
government there is an interest (in

post-secondary education) out
there," Earp said.

Laurier staying home: Weir
by Bruce Arculus
University president Dr. John
no intention of involving
Laurier in Doug Wright's plan to
shut down the University of Water-

Weir has
loo

on

Wednesday.

"We decided not to participate,"
Weir said. He declined to explain
why.
"If the students want to, that's
fine," he added.
Both the WLU Faculty Associa-

tion and the WLU Staff Association said they have no plans to join
with their U of W counterparts at
the present time.
"One thing our university has
not been good at is being 'radical',"
said Donna Teigen, president of
the Laurier Staff Association.
Teigen said she thinks Wright's
plan is a good way "to bring attention to the problem (of underfunding)," but doesn't feel the membership would support it "if they

David MacFadden, MPP Eglinton Progressive Conservative Critic
of Colleges and University Affairs,
held a press conference at Laurier
last Thursday to address the issue
of underfunding, and to propose
solutions to the problem.
"There's a real need to upgrade
the priority of funding for universities," he said.

He said he feels universities
suffer from an image problem in
our society; most people consider
university education a frivolous
luxury for a privileged few.
"Most people have very little
information about what's happening in the university system, and
they don't support it,"he said.
"The average guy out there looks
on this institution as an ivory tower
that doesn't relate to him," he said.
Although he supports the efforts
of universities to fight underfunding
he said "recent initiatives to bring
students, faculty and administration (together) are just bringing the
converted together."
"What we're going to have to
establish more clearly (to the

community in general) is that the
research that goes on at the University of Waterloo will have an
effect on the blue collar workers in
this community," he said
"So what should be established
in Ontario is a coalition of community individuals, not only from

students, faculty and administration, but from business, and
labour," he said.

This coalition would work to
convince the community that in a
fast-paced world where knowledge
converts into jobs, research and
development that is undertaken at
universities will have a long-ranging
impact on our future. The coalition
would also succeed in moving the
whole issue away from being a specialized concern.
Other avenues colleges and universities should explore are increasing alumni giving, and lobbying for
"enriched endowment funds" to
assist certain areas of research.
When asked why Ontario is
ninth in Canada for per-student
support he replied, "I don't think we
should get preoccupied with where
we stand with other provinces. We
have to establish our standards
here."

weren't getting paid."
The staff association hasn't been
formally approached by the organizers, but Teigen said she would

make furthur enquiries.
Dr. Doug Lorimer, president of
the WLU Faculty Association, also
said he hasn't been approached
formally. He said the executive
may consider supporting the plan,
but would wait and see what the
rest of the university community
was doing.

A bill for tenants' rights
continued from page 1
The bill was initially drawn up by
five students Paul Wilk, Susanne
—

Wienecke, Tammy Whitehead,

Curling (Minister of Housing)
brought out a few months ago, set up
a task force to look into it (rights for

of 125 awaiting reading in the house
and won't come up for a few months,
other alternatives should be considered.
"Really, the best thing is to get
someone like Matt, who's familiar
with the issue, on the (housing)
committee," said Storts. "He could
have a larger impact sitting on the
commmittee and working from the
inside."
Whitehead said she is excited
about the progress of the bill.
"It was a really good learning
experience; it was a worthwhile thing
to do."

boarders and lodgers)."
Storts said he is concerned the bill
might have unwanted repercussions
on the community; for example, if
lodgers the same rights to privacy the recommendations are adopted
and fair notice as apartment-dwellers. they might cause the owner of a
His co-workers "were the main house for ex-psychiatric patients in
cogs in terms of developing the bill Kitchener to cut down on the number
itself," said Certosimo, "and it was of people who live there.
essentially my job to then go out and
"Although some areas need rethe
working
it
on
view,
sell to other groups
it's essentially a good bill,"
issue."
Storts said.
He said since the bill is 25 on a list
Certosimo succeeded in working
with several housing issues pressure
groups in a "co-operative effort."
The reformed bill was endorsed by
the Ontario Federation of Students at
the Winter General Meeting at
Lakehead University in January.
The Feb. 13 story titled "Sturent meal plan offered by the
"We hope to see the rights of
dents meal plan protest thwarted"
university.
boarders and lodgers protected," said
contained comments by student
In light of this new agreement
Certosimo.
protest organizers but not memCertosimo said he is concerned
and the fact Dr. Weir would not
bers of the university administrabe in Waterloo at the time of the
about abuses of the present system.
tion. The Cord recognizes the protest Weir felt a student protest
The bill states that "boarders and
omission of the university adminwouldn't accomplish anything.
lodgers can be evicted at a moment's
istration's
direct
with
comments
as
According to Weir, he had told
rent
notice, can be struck
unfair
to
the
to
the
story,
adminisHabib:
increases at any time, for any
"It might be rather futile if
tration
and
to
our
readers.
come
because I won't be
they
and
can
have
their
privacy
amount,
According to WLU president here. I'll be at the Valhalla Inn
violated by the owner with no
Dr. John Weir in an interview attending an AIESEC luncheon."
protections."
Monday, his Feb. 5 meeting with
Habib said this week he'd told
The bill, however, will not be read
Karim Habib, a protest organizer the would-be protesters on Feb. 5
in the House of Commons for a
and Food Services Committee the meeting with Dr. Weir had
while.
member, was "extremely cordial accomplished what they had
of
it
for
"We've sort put on hold
a
and
constructive." The meeting wanted (attention to their dissatisBrian
number of reasons," said
resulted in an agreement to set up faction) and that a protest would
Storts, executive assistant to Kita Food Services sub-committee to
be an unnecessary and immature
chener MPP David Cook.
consider alternatives to the cur"First of all," said Storts, a Laurier
action at that time.
graduate, "the housing policy Alvin
Scott Young and Certosimo as a
project for a Canadian Government
course; it proposed revisions to the
act that would allow boarders and
—

...

Omission noted

During the week of March 10-14, OFS is coordinating a number of activities across the province
to protest underfunding.
Monday, March 10: Underfunding hearing at Queen's. Students
and faculty will air their concerns to a panel of representatives from
OFS, students' councils, faculty, administration and the Conservative opposition.
Press conference at Queen's Park. Matt Certosimo, chair-elect of
OFS and Tony Macerollo, chair-elect of CFS will voice concerns.

Tuesday, March 11: Forum at UW. Representatives from administration, students' councils, OFS, business, the Conservative opposition will voice their opposition to the present lack of funding.
Forum at Fanshawe College. Decrying the lack of student representation on college board of governors, involving community leaders,
students and faculty.
Wednesday, March 12: One hour shutdown at University of
Waterloo and march to Marsland Centre. Protest of underfunding.
Laurier student's participation welcomed.
Thursday, March 13: University of Ottawa and Carlton parade.
Students will march to Parliament Hill to protest underfunding.
Forum at Lambton College. Students will protest lack of student
representation on the college board of governors.
All week: University of Ottawa and Carlton. Students will be lobbying cabinet ministers and MPs for more university funding.
Wilfrid Laurier University.
Nuts to underfunding" campaign.
"Government gives peanuts for funds, we'll give the funds from our
peanuts to help." WLUSU will be selling peanuts to raise money for
universities.
"
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Fledgling grad leaders negotiate terms
by Andrew M. Dunn

With grad student elections to be
held in two weeks, and with interim
funding from Wilfrid Laurier Students' Union (WLUSU), the newlyformed Wilfrid Laurier Grad Students Association (WLUGSA or
GSA) is beginning to stand on its
own two feet.
"Self-determination and selfsupport is what (the grad students)

want," said Glenn Dormer, president of the GSA.
At an earlier WLUSU Board of
Directors' Meeting, the fledgling
Association took its first steps in
this direction. At the meeting, the
GSA established that elections,
autonomy and establishing a financial balance are its primary goals.
One of the issues debated at the
most recent BOD meeting was the
issue of funding. WLUSU granted

the Association $2,030 to incorpoand organize an
office. However, the Students'
Union decided that the GSA will
not yet receive from grad students
the fee that is currently paid to
WLUSU by grads and undergrads
at the beginning of each semester.
The GSA's request to receive
this fee from the 250 grads was
held off, because many of the
WLUSU services paid for by the

rate, hold elections

fee (the Turret, Games Room,
Wilf's, and Student Publications)
are "grad-usable facilities."
This year, each full-time graduate and undergraduate student paid
$27.50 to WLUSU (next year, the
amount paid will be $31.40) at registration. 'it is very hard to differentiate what grad students use and
what undergraduate students use,"
said Dormer.
WLUSU agreed at the BOD

meeting to form a negotiating team

composed of WLUSU and
WLUGSA members to determine
how much of the student levy the
GSA will receive and what the
terms of "common services" are.
The committee will also concern
itself with the issues of office space,
event attendance and facilities use.
Dormer said he does not want
people to interpret the incorporation of the GSA as a slight against
WLUSU.
"It's not because we think
WLUSU is useless, but our general
orientation towards school is different," he said.
For example, he said assistantships and office space are issues
which concern grad students more
than undergrads.
Dormer said he hopes a symbiotic relationship will develop between
the two organizations: WLUSU
will provide common services while
the GSA will serve its specialized
membership.
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by Chris Bechard

The African National Congress
(ANC) will use force against the
South African government this year
to protect their right to "peaceful
demonstrations," a Congress member told a University of Waterloo
audience last week.
Yoosaf Salojee said his organization would no longer stand idle
while security forces shoot demonstrators armed only with sticks and
stones.
"Preparations are under way at
this moment to meet them in armed

ju

jgU.
H;

predicts
combat

W

combat," he said.
Salojee has been in Canada for

t.'if

several years on a public awareness
campaign attempting to counteract

what he describes as the multimillion dollar international image
campaign of the South African
Government.
"We can't let the lies go unchallenged," he said.
The apartheid policy, in place
since 1948, effectively strips blacks
of their basic human rights, Salojee
said.
Salojee dismissed South African
prime minister Pieter Botha's recent
proposed changes to apartheid as
lies. "He is just tinkering. The fundamentals of apartheid remain
intact. It is not just a repression of
rights; there is daily oppression
through poverty and hunger."
The goal of the ANC is the
recognition of the 1955 Freedoms
Charter, which calls for equal and
fair representation, said Salojee.
"The South African cabinet is
divided into two main factions over
this plan: those
with the plan,
and those that feel such a minority
position would be suicide for the
Afrikaaners (whites)," said Salojee. Blacks comprise over 75% of
South Africa's population.
The ANC will wait six to twelve
months for Botha to agree to
...

negotiations.

"Something has to break. We
have waited too long for initiatives
to be taken. We have to stop the
poverty and starvation," Salo-jee
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said.

issued a plea for
help Canadians can provide.

Salojee also
any

He said creating public awareness
through protest groups, writing
MPs in support of economic sanctions, and boycotting South African products are all beneficial.
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Applications are
open for the
following Student
Publications
positions:

Closed circuit sound
by Pauline Dontes

You may soon hear the latest in
news, music and sports in the Concourse if a study by a Wilfrid Laur-

ier University Students' Union

committee approves plans for a
closed-circuit audio system.
Rich Fernandes, committee
chair, said the cost of the system
would be about $6,000 for audio
and office equipment.
Fernandes, a WLUSU board
member and assistant SAMBoard
director, said he feels there is
enough interest among students to
warrant the service.
The committee is currently studying closed-circuit systems in use at
Seneca College, Centennial College and CKMS, the University of
Waterloo's radio station, Fernandes
said.
The service would operate as an
extension of SAMBoard and is not
an attempt to duplicate Radio
Laurier, which went off the air in
1980 because of stiffer CRTC regulations and budget problems, Fernandes said.
The idea of providing an audio
service for Laurier has been discussed for severed years. Two years

Radio Laurier in 1979.

UTBcT Manager
Looton Manager
Keystone Editor
Keystone Assistant Editor
Advertising Manager
Systems Technician
Cord Assistant News Editor
Cord Sports Editor
Cord Production Manager
Cord Copy Editor
Keystone
Photo Technician
Photo Manager
Student Publications Director
Student Publications President

CORD file photo.

estimated start-up cost for
Laurier
was $100,000.
Radio
Then-WLUSU directors Matt Certosimo and Scott Howe later approached CKMS with the idea of
Laurier buying broadcast time, or
entering into a radio partnership.
ago, the

Last fall, Certosimo asked
WLUSU business manager John
Karr to cost out the present proposal. However, this is the first time

a formal

committee has been

struck.
The university administration
also approached WLUSU this year
with the idea of a closed-circuit system to enhance the atmosphere of
the concourse.
Fernandes said he hopes the service can begin in September, but
the decision will be up to the new
WLUSU Board of Directors.

—

For further information regarding any
of these positions, inquire at the Cord
offices, 2nd floor, NCC

Budget axes youth programs
OTTAWA (CUP)

Fifty dollars.
That's what Finance Minister
Michael Wilson's Feb. 26 budget will
mean to most college and university
—

students.
The $50 is a refund on federal
sales tax the government will send
this spring to every student who files
a tax return and whose name is
under $15,000. Most students fall
into this category.
Apart from this, the budget contains little good news for students
over the short term. While Wilson
boasted in his budget speech that
"restraining the rate of growth of
transfer payments to the provinces
for health care and post-secondary
education" showed his government's
commitment to reducing the federal
deficit, he did not announce any new
funding or tax measures that will

benefit students or impoverished
institutions of higher learning.
In fact, students who benefit from
federal programs will be hit with the
same restraints as all other sectors by
a two percent reduction in spending
on all government programs not
covered by law. "Particular emphasis will be placed on grants and contributions, capital and general operations and maintenance (in the spending cut)," according to the budget
papers.

Among affected programs that

benefit students are federal summer
employment schemes, the Canada
Student Loan Program, and a large
number of programs in multi-culturalism and employment and immi-

gration that provide subsidies for
study and training. By 1987, the
government plans to spend less on
these programs than in 1984.
On top of this two percent government* wide cut (which does not apply
to national defence or international
assistance spending) the government
will reduce spending on the Canada
Jobs Strategy from $900 million this
year to $800 million next year.

spending on job creation by $300
million in the next two years.
The official said, "The best thing
the government can do for students is
to say they won't have to pay incredible taxes on the debt," when they do
get a job.
Still, the budget's challenge to private industry that it will match any
business' grant to the three federal
research councils dollar for dollar up
to six percent of the council's budgets
may mean more research money for
some graduate students.
"If they (business and the granting
councils) get it together, they may
well oversee one of the fastest-growing programs in the government,"
according to Robert Rand, another

WLUSU grad director Shelley
Potter said she feels it's about time
the grads had their own association, but hopes that WLUSU will
not be hurt by grad autonomy.
Other changes will also be
WLUSU's

necessary. According to

incorporation documents, they are
the sole representative of students
on campus. WLUSU is considering having these documents amen-

FTPS
EXAM SKILLS
WORKSHOPS

finance official.

The Job Strategy is the federal

training program designed partly to
"help youth and women make the
transition from school or home to the
labour market."
An official of the finance department who asked not to be named
said Canada Jobs Strategy funding is
less urgent because the unemployment rate is dropping and provincial
and private participation in the training scheme is on the increase.
But the official said the government's good news for students is that

"1 mean, everything else has been
screwed down very tight, as you're
well aware," the official said.

ded; the GSA is going through its
own incorporation process.

The GSA is also concerned that

(3 part series)

Thursdays, 12:30-1:30 P3027-29
March 13, 20 and 27

Students will soon know more
about the federal government's priorities in cutting programs in education
and research, which cost $6 billion

this

year.

Wilson announced all the

study team reports of the Nielson
Task Force on Programs Review will
be made public March 11. The
study team on education and re-
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search, formed last fall, had a mandate of seeking out "waste and dupli-

cation" in the

programs.

Grads plan theirautonomy
continued from page 4

See Lynn Kurtz for applications at
the Cord offices. All applications
must be submitted to Lynn Kurtz
by Friday, March 7,1986 at 4 p.m.

their odds of landing a job on graduation are increasing. Wilson projects
unemployment will drop to nine percent from a current 9.8 percent in the
next 20 months.
The government will cut total

the university administration recognize the GSA as the representative of graduate students.

The EXAM SKILLS Workshop Series is designed to help you
to cope better with the intellectual demands and competitive
pressure of exams. We'll discuss study strategies and tactics
for writing various types of exams (multiple choice, essay,
problem solving) and suggest ways to cope with exam anxiety
and memory lapses.
All sessions will be held in P3027/29. Workshops are free,
but please sign up in the Student Services Centre, Upper
Floor.

Instructor: Sarah Kolasiewicz
Study Skills Program

1
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The day after
When I was in high school I had no concept of women's
issues. I thought sexism was when a male opened a door for a
female or when a male gave up his seat on a crowded bus to a

female.
Since then I've learned that discrimination on the basis of sex
entails much more and is demonstrated in obvious and subtle
ways. We accept sexist behaviour because we know no other
way of life. Our mothers cooked meals and did laundry. Our
fathers brought home the paychecks. We differentiate between
male and female every day without being aware of our actions.
For over 300 years the women's movement has worked to
eliminate sexual barriers
to achieve equality for women in
society. International Women's Day (Saturday, March 8) is a
celebration of achievements toward equality. IWD also serves to
focus awareness on "women's issues"
structures and prowhich
cesses in society by
women are singularly discriminated
—

—

against.
In past IWD features, the Cord Weekly covered the issues of
battered women, self defense, the sponge, religion's demonization of women, university women's studies, pornography, eating
disorders and women in sports. These are issues that affect
women directly, but are of concern to both sexes.
Our society continues to discriminate on the basis of sex.
Recently Allan Fotheringham in Maclean's wrote about Oil
Week magazine naming Pat Carney, Canadian minister of
energy, their "Man of the Year." Pat Carney is a woman;
because of her gender she's not allowed access, without a male
escort, to any of the "oil" clubs in Calgary. She can't be a
member of these clubs either because she's a 'she', and not a
'he'. Only in Calgary you say?
At Laurier we have a "Lettermen's Lounge" in the Athletic
Complex, but not one for women. Women using the showers
face cold spurts at best while men have the latest in comfortcontrolled plumbing. Men have; women don't.
The list goes on: residence guest hours are in effect in the
women's residence and not in the men's; there are virtually no
women professors in the faculty of Business and Economics;
female servers must wear dresses or skirts in Wilf's, there are no
male servers.
Examples of discrimination against men on the basis of gender
are uncommon.

What do we do after International Women's Day? Do we act
upon the concerns that are brought to the fore once a year or do
we revert to our inactive, unaware state?
Women's issues is a misnomer. These are issues that concern
everyone male and female, 365 days a year.
-

Fred Taylor

letters
Acclaimed
response
As recently acclaimed Arts Director
to the WLUSU Board for 1886-1987 I
submit with this letter my apologies that
my platform did not appear in the February 27 Cord Weekly. Due to illness over
Reading Week, 1 was not able to be back
at school in time to submit an article to
the paper. 1 do so now with the hope that
the student body will accept me in representing their needs and will approach me
with their ideas and concerns.
My priority as a member of the Board
of Directors is to open WLUSU to the
interests of the students. As a representative body, our student union tends to

CORD

remove itself from the needs of its electoWe need to return to a realistic
approach in student government. Students with concerns must find an attentive ear in WLUSU.
WLUSU must maintain as a priority
the concerns of Laurier students within

rate.

both the school and the community. The
STCC coalition among the student bodies
of WLU, U of Waterloo and Conestoga
College provides an excellent opportunity for finding solutions to problems that
face all of us. Students are a strong force
within the K-W community, but only
with a strong voice will our concerns be
heard.
As a member of the WLUSU Board
of Directors, 1 want to ensure that the
student has a voice within Laurier and
that Laurier has a voice within the community. Important changes can be made.
We have the initiative we only need
...

your

input.
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Contributors: Bruce Arculus, Chris Bechard, Richard Cousins, Pauline
Dantas, Andrew M. Dunn, Kelly Jackson, Liz Jefferson, Len Kelly, Brad
Lyon, Paul MacDonald, Scott Piatkowski, Bruce Plaskett

Karen Bird

Representation

get themselves nominated.
The duties of an elected and an
acclaimed Director are identical: to rep-

the students. I will fulfill these
duties as any Director should.
resent

guaranteed
As your newly acclaimed Arts Direc-

tor, I would like to dispel any notion that I
will not represent the student body.
Acclamation is a perfectly legitimate
means of filling offices in a democratic
society. One need only look at Waterloo
Mayor Marjorie Carroll who has never
been elected since her tenure began in

1978.
1 was not acclaimed by choice. 1 was

willing and prepared to campaign and to
face the electorate. It was not my fault
that only seven students were ready to

Scott Piatkowski

Victory
without
opposition

members of the Board of Directors. Your
February 27 editorial suggests that the
proper process has not been followed. It
has been. Nominations were opened,
candidates filed and then nominations
were closed. The transfer of power has

continued

on page

An acclaimed position is an electoral
victory without opposition. The students
elected to the position of Arts and

Science, Busir ess, and Graduate Director have earned the respect of the student
body by offering their time and effort

The Cord Weekly is published weekly during the fall and winter
academic terms. Editorial opinions are independent of the University,
WLUSU, and Student Publications. The Cord is a member of the Canadian University Press news cooperative. Eight-month, 24-issue Cord subscription rates are: $17.00 for addresses within Canada and $20.00
anywhere else. Co-op students may subscribe at the rate of $7.00 per
4-month work term.
The Cord welcomes all comments, criticisms and suggestions from its
readers. Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced and handed in
to the editor by Monday noon the week of publication. All letters must bear
the author's full name and telephone and student numbers. All letters are
subject to editing for length. The Cord reserves the right to withhold any
submission or advertisement which it considers racist, sexist, homophobic,
libellous or in bad taste.
The Cord offices are located on the 2nd floor of the Nichols Campus
Centre at Wilfrid Laurier University. The Cord Weekly is printed at
Fairway Press, Kitchener.
Copyright 1986 by Student Publications, Wilfrid Laurier University,
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of this publication may be reproduced without permission of the editor.
Contributors cont: Ingrid Randoja, Ron Shuttleworth, Steve Smith, Tony
Spencer, Janice Tuominen, Robb Zilles
Special thanks Bruce for help with the news section. To Andrea: Get well
soon.

towards a volunteer organization. I
regard them as constitutionally elected
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Niobe as twilight zone
guest comment
by

Steve Smith
Enough of this bullshit of sitting around my house
during "study" week. Something has been bothering me
for quite some while, and now that I have the spare time,
I may as well do something about it. Seeing that the
All-Knowing David Letterman has a cold, I'm hoping to
receive enlightenment from the next best source, the

Cord Weekly.

It was not until the beginning of this second term that I
discovered that haven for "Latenight" insomniacs who
suffer from severe cases of narcolepsy during school
hours. This paroxymal paradise which causes me such
great perplexity is the ever-popular Niobe (often mispronounced as Nairobi) Lounge (otherwise known as
"Limbo or "The Twilight Zone"), it's the fourth dimension that exists about thirty feet past the door of Wilf's.
I was first introduced to Limbo as being a place where

I could attain the state of absolute felicity through selfannihilation and semi-conscious meditation (sleep).
Thus arises my quasi-dichotomy (as Professor Redekop
would say). Since this time 1 have seen the lounge slowly
progress (or regress) from a prime-time den of hibernation to a place of friendly chatter and group study, to a
recreation complex for roller derby fans. It has now
become common to have a barrage of pillows hurled at
your head upon entering Limbo. Often a time I've been
awakened from a peaceful slumber to be tackled by a
fellow Limbonian and enlisted into a full-scale batderoyale. I personally have participated in all facets of this
diverse domain as I learn to adapt to the evolutionary
changes. I've done everything in Limbo
slept, eaten
meals, talked, fought, and even on rare occasions been
intellectually stimulated (done homework).
My question to any qualified authority is, "What is
this room for?" If anyone can aid me in this mindboggling, emotionally disturbing problem, please do
reply. Finally, the quintessential question, can I drink in
—

Question
of the Week
What do you think of this year's hockey Hawks and
their first-place finish?
by Stephan Deschenes and Andrew M. Dunn

Niobe?

The seven deadly sins

Did they finish first? What's
hockey?
Joanne Taylor
Scott Brubacher
3rd Year WilPs

face."

Let's talk about...
Sin
by Tom York
"What was the minister's sermon about?" the wife of
U.S. President "Silent Cal" Coolidge is purported to
have asked him.
bin.

"Well, what did he say about it?"

Perhaps that's all we parsons need to say about sin,
and the less said the better. But back in the 6th century
Pope Gregory 1 (he was called "the Great") subdivided
the sin to which we're all prone into seven. And since
there are seven Sundays in Lent, ministers throughout
the land (including me) haul out a favourite sin every
Sunday (unless they're preaching on the seven last
words of Jesus) with which to harangue and entertain
their congregations.
The seven, in case you've forgotten, are Pride, Envy,
Anger, Sloth, Greed, Gluttony, and Lust. The very
names sparkle with relevance for our time, though lan
super spy, came to
Fleming, creator of James Bond
conclusion
that
fact
all of these ancient
in
"the dreadful
sins, compared with the sins of today, are very close to
virtues." He suggested a list of seven Deadlier Sins:
Avarice, Cruelty, Snobbery, Hypocrisy, Self-Righteous—

Moral Cowardice, and Malice.
Of the original seven, says Fleming, "Only Sloth in its
extreme form, which is a form of spiritual suicide and a
refusal of joy, has my wholehearted condemnation, perhaps because in moments of despair 1 have seen its
ness,

letters
con't from
6

page
begun.
1 would argue that

you are merely
trying to create controversy through your
editorial position because your coverage
of WLUSU affairs has been sporadic
throughout the year. Now, without previously urging students to run for office,
you have attempted to take away the
honour and prestige that the new directors deserve. 1 feel our election process is
one of the best. If you have suggestions,
please make them, but do not suggest
that acclamation is totally unacceptable
because in the democratic process it is

acceptable.

I would like to offer congratulations to
the new 1986-1987 WLUSU Board of
Directors.
Scott Howe

WLULA

1 suppose everyone has his or her own favorite sin.
Mine is
well, it changes. Of the original seven I've
slept with all, except Greed. I never was very good at
math
you know, for counting all that money
and 1
never had the energy to be truly avaricious, like Kenneth
Fearing's high-pressure salesman:
"An wow he died as wow he lived, going WHOOP to
the office and BLOOIE home to
sleep, and BIFF got married and Bam had children
and OFF got fired.
ZOWIE did he live, and ZOWIE did he die."
No, avarice in the guise of greed or disguised as ambition
has never been my thing. As for Pride
if you're
Protestant and proud you don't need the other six. And
isn't every Protestant a little pope?
So much for Pride and Greed. What's next on the hit
parade? Lust, I guess. But how many people think in
terms of sin anymore, anyway? Isn't one of the marks of
modern man his abandonment of the notion of sin?
Don't we talk today about frustrations, complexes, and
phobias? Isn't sin altogether outmoded, if not obsolete?
William Temple, one-time Archbishop of Canterbury,
wrote this limerick:
"In the church after Freud had hit it
Said a vicar, 'There's no use to quit it!
We can't be adjusted
So don't be disgusted
Just baptize your neurosis and forget it.'
But whether or not we forget it, and by whatever name
we call it, we still commit the same old tired misdemeanors and peccadillos, without a single bold or daring or
original sin to our names.
...

—

—

...

I'm really proud of them,
they're really deserving of the
national ranking and the
coach of the year award that went
to coach Gowing. It
really was a total team effort.

Fred Nichols

Dean of Students

"

Go, and

diction.

sin

Correcting
apathy
1 wish to respond to two commentaries
that appeared in the February 27 Cord
Weekly addressing the acclamation of

the full Board of WLUSU Directors for

1986-87.
I too am disturbed at the state of
apathy displayed by the student body,
but I find it difficult to agree with Liz
Jefferson's description of the situation as
a "farce". As an acclaimed Arts Director, I find myself in a appreciably difficult
position on this issue, but surely we cannot be criticized for being the only stu-

boldly!"

was

Western Sucks !!!!!!!!!!
Jennifer MacKenzie
Ist Year Honours English

Luther's favourite bene-

dents sufficiently concerned with the
future of the student body at WLU to
seek nomination for election to represent
them.

Yes, acclamation is an unacceptable
way to fill important positions of student
government. But the lack of interest of
the student body has created a situation
where there seems to be no alternative.
However I do not believe, as Fred Taylor
seems to, that it is a situation where there
can be "no real check on the actions of
the executive." The fact that we have
attained our positions by virtue of acclamation should encourage students that
they must maintain contact with the
Board to ensure that their ideas and con-

I think it's about time we beat the

s wines!!!

Charlie
CRO

I'm so proud of these boys, 1
would like to take each one of
them home and introduce them
to my mother.
Tamara MacGregor
3rd Year Communications and
Music

cerns are being addressed.

letters con't on page 8

...

by Ron Shuttleworth

I wish I had gone to more games.
Anne-Marie Tymec
3rd Year Honours English
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continued from page 7
I intend to do my best to solicit the
opinions of the students that I will be
representing next year, but the students
also have a responsibility to be informed
and to want to have input in WLUSU
decisions. Hopefully, the state of apathy
that has led to this unfortunate situation
can be corrected. Responsibility on behalf

ATTENTION All '86 GRADS!

i

Don't Miss GRAD WEEK
in the Concourse
March 10 March 14

of the acclaimed Board and the students
that they represent will ensure that the
student body can exercise control over
their "non-elected" representatives.
Accountability has not been lost. It has
suffered a setback which we must all
work to overcome in 1986-87.

-

Karen Bird

No flag
waving
•

•

•

•

•

Coin Drive
Letter Sweaters (the beginning of a New Tradition)
Class Composites
Grad Info
Grad Class Challenge.

comment

ing 'O Canada' there was no Canadian flag to notice.
If the national anthem is to be
performed at home games, then the
national flag should be within sight of
the players, spectators, and even the
television cameras (whether CHCH
or TSN). Otherwise it is an embarrassment to our school.
Dozens can fuss over the renaming of a campus building but none
take the time out to recognize that
our school is missing a great Canadian symbol that represents our
many rights and freedoms.
Many nations in the world do not
and will not enjoy the privileges and
economic wealth we have, yet they
display their flag proudly. Perhaps
we could learn a lesson of patriotism
from them.

Scott Morgan

Come on, tell me! Did somebody
take it? Or was there one in the first
place? Do not you students, as Canadians, have any pride in your country? Yes I'm asking you! Why is
there no Canadian flag in Wilfrid
Laurier's gymnasium (Athletic Complex)?
I watched a Hawk basketball
game recently and discovered quite
suddenly that there was no Maple
Leal to be seen. It was quite noticeable when the young lady began sing-

"We need your support!"

Residence
rented
jjjl

The letter by J. Gorham in your publication of 29 January, 1986 directed our
attention to an incident associated with

the Dag Hammerskjold Division of the
Waterloo Cooperative Residence Incorporated (WRCI). In this connection we
should point out that on the evening of
the said incident part of the WCRI premises had been rented out to a group of
students not belonging to WCRI and the
persons involved were certainly not
WCRI members.
Also, while we recognize our responsibility in ensuring that our premises are
not put to such use which is in any way
detrimental to our well-being and that of
the Community in general, we cannot
realistically be held accountable for the
actions of individuals beyond the confines of our property. Our social events,
although not entirely free of drinking, do
indeed encourage a highly responsible
attitude to alcohol consumption.
We appreciate Mr. Gorham's concern
about the standing of the students in the
community and ourselves aim to create a
better image of us. Perhaps it is worth
mentioning here that our organization is
itself student-owned and serves the interests of member students.

Y. Christi
4fc

�

1

Chairperson
The Division Council

inniTimi^n

~°*

Dag Hammerskjold Division

*

MDEM^NEXPTOSSCARD

A right to

know
I am writing in reference to Sarah
Hayward's article in the Cord, February
6, concerning divestment in South Africa.
The Board of Investments Committee at
Wilfrid Laurier should take a close look
at their investment portfolio before they
declare that they "honestly don't have a
policy on investment in South Africa.'
Dr. Weir says that he believes that "universities have to be in a large measure
apolitical." It is pathetic to make wishywashy excuses for our actions. Investing
in a country that brutally and inhumanly
oppresses its people is definitely not being
apolitical as far as I'm concerned. If Wilfrid Laurier is investing money in South
Africa, the student body and the faculty
have a right to know.
It is commendable to say that we
believe that the barbaric conditions of
apartheid are wrong, but action, as
always, speaks louder than words. The
moves made by McGII University to

boycott all South African products and to
halt investment in the country is outstanding. Is that not the very least that we
can do at Wilfrid Laurier? This school is
taking responsibility for what they believe

continued

on page 9

comment
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page 8

in.

The Cord published a list of South
African products severed weeks ago that
have links with South Africa. Why is it
that our bookstore and our bars still sell
many of these products?
Strong economic sanctions against

South Africa are the toughest statements
that we can make in support of the antiApartheid movement in South Africa.
By buying products, such as those made
by Rothmans, we are sending money to
the South African government. Is this not
a political statement?
Excuses such as, "the blacks will suffer
if economic sanctions are imposed
against South Africa," are a cop out.
Blacks in South Africa know what the
consequences of economic sanctions will
be for them. They are suffering unthinkable atrocities right now. Support in the
form of boycotts find sanctions is what
they desperately need, not lame excuses.
Do we choose to sit idly by and ignore
a situation whose outcome is of the greatest importance to those who believe in
human rights and simple human dignity?
A university is, through its actions,
involved in politics. Either we support
Apartheid through investment in South
Africa, or we do not. Which is it?
Loma Kelly

Katimavik
petition

espouse its virtues.

The Government's rationale for burying the program is centred on the idea
that it is too costly. At a cost of $10,000
per participant, so they say, the Canadian Government can provide meaningful work for many more young Canadians. What the Government has failed to
recognize is that not only does the program provide placements for 2,000
young men and women per year, it also
provides close to 1,000 related, full-time
employment opportunities. Further, according to an independent study, Katimavik has produced $60 million in
benefits for Canadian communities over
a four year penod. The Canadian
Government has also failed to deliver on
their much-touted job creation initiatives!
During the recent hearings of the New
Democrat Task Force on Youth, many
young Canadians recommended increased support for community based
programs like Katimavik. Thus it is difficult to understand why the Minister of
State for Youth, who is responsible for
representing young Canadians, favours
eliminating the program.
I'm writing to you today, to ask that
you join with me and hundreds of others
across the country in delivering a strong
message to the Minister of State for
Youth: the views she espouses are not
those of the people she purports to
represent.

At the end of January, the federal
Government announced its intention to
eliminate theaward-winning youth volunteer program, Kabmavik. The announcement came less than a month after the
official conclusion of International Youth
Year, and seems indicative of the Government's commitment to young people.
Katimavik, now in its tenth year, has
provided an opportunity for 20,000
young Canadians between the ages of 17
and 21 to travel across Canada, live in
three different communities, participate
in beneficial community-based volunteer
work, develop the ability to speak both
official languages, and become better
prepared to make important career
choices. The greatest testimony of Kati-

Re: caps

mavik's success is from the participants
themselves, who almost uniformly

There is a petition calling on the
Government to re-instate Katimavik with
full funding, for the young people of Canada. By signing the petition and passing
it among your friends and family, we can
mount pressure on the Government to
reconsider this short-sighted budgetary
measure.

There is a great deal of strength in
numbers. Together we must demonstrate
to the Canadian Government that those
numbers mean young Canadians cam no
longer be ignored!
Howard D. McCurdy

Windsor/Walk erville

New Democrat Youth Critic

Editor's note: The petition may be
signed in the Cord offices, on the second
floor, NCC. The petition will be sent to
Mr. McCurdy on Friday, March 14.

At our alcohol awareness booth two
weeks ago, there were 764 beer caps in
the rye bottle, and first prize goes to
Paula Smith who guessed 765.
We would like to thank all BAC-

CHUS members who worked at the
booth, and all students who came by to
"check it out".

Rob Gare

Lori McMullen

Richard Hands

Solution to
controversy
We've got it! The perfect solution.
Given the recent controversy over the
Student Union Building/Nichols Campus Centre identification mismatch, the
three of us have a solution beyond
refusal.
This is not a spur of the moment decision, something that resulted from one of
our often engaged-in triometric TM sessions. On the contrary, we've considered
all legal factors, all costs and of course
the long term effects on our organization
as a business entity. More importantly,
we've considered the administrative opinion and, all kidding aside, we've got it.
On March 28, 1986, Good Friday it
becomes official. The Skinny Jim Hep
Cat Student Centre will be the ultimate
student/rebel hang-out. The Niobe
changes to the Wildcat Lounge, The
Torque Room changes to the The Rockabilly Roost, and Wilfs becomes Shy-

man's. One time!
Severed of Laurier's most prominent
individuals (asking not to be identified)
felt overwhelmingly in favor. Here, listen
"Do it man!," "Totally Rockabilly,"
"Chicks'll go SAVO!" "Who's Shyman,"
"He's da coolest."
Here's the detailed proposal; Step 1.
We provide the sign. Step 2. You put it
up. Step 2a. In the event of controversy,
we personally take it down, early.
At first it appears hard to grasp all the
benefits of such a milestone move, how-

Student Centre thus everybody uses the
Skinny Jim Hep Cat Student Centre and
therefore everybody is happy, eh.
3. The University is happy to end this
discrepancy.
4. A vintage entertainment provider is
remembered long after it should be.
5. It'll be a lot easier to get our posters
approved for public display. Collect all 4,

...

ever they list

as

fool your friends, trade them up for
bigger surprises.
We realize the possibility of some resistance so we've taken the liberty of setting up a referendum which has been
cleared thru WLUSU. On March 21,
vote yes. Strike It!

follows;

1. No administrative personnel feel left

discriminated against.
2. Everybody likes Skinny Jim hence
everybody loves the Skinny Jim Hep Cat
out or

Three Cool Cati

Celebrate
International
Women's Day.
Saturday, March 8
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clean, true taste ofBlue are well aware
of the value of doing so in a big way.
Perhaps this accounts for the enormous
increase in the sales of alpine horns.
Once used almost exclusively in
old Julie Andrews movies and in commercialsjor cheese, the alpine horn is
showing up in favourite watering holes
across the country.
"Alpine homs are the new growth
industry." Said one dealer. "Equally
impressive..." he went on to add "are
the sales ofknee socks lederhosen and
Tyrolean hats. It would appear, at least
for the moment, that hornfever isupon
us Which means, that it is indeed, time
to blow for a Blue.

One

112
I

r

/•

//J7)/////7
.

/

You may not be the song that

and ho-downs, hog calling techniques
h Qve made their wayfar beyond the concession roads and split rail fences of
ourpastoral communities. In countless
bare across the country, the once distinctive strains of"Sue-eeeeeeeeeeeee"
have been replaced by the infinitely
more lyrical "Blue-eeeeeeeeeeeeeee."
As P°P u^ar as this technique is
becoming, you would be ill advised to
employ it at any function to which you
ore required to wear black tie or in the
Presence of anyone
is more than 20 lbs
overweight.
JC

makes lhe whole world si
but h
w^en /112 comes to stringinq toqether
Q
QRe anc j t^e ever p opu /ar Mi
you're no Sonny Bono either.
An( j w^af better way to share your
gjj t t^an
tooting for a Labatt's Blue
an pmntuhnttlp
All that's
ofßlue and lungs nke Luciano PaV arotti.
Imagine the feeling, when surrounded by friends, you raise a Blue
ott ]e within a millimetre of your lips
ri
and toot out a favourite little melody by
'

lit

!

If''

'■

in a series of highly informative presentations aimed at helping you to
BETTER UNDERSTAND THE DIVERSE MEANS IN WHICH IT IS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN ONE OR
MORE BOTTLES OF BLUE, CANADA'S MOST POPULAR BEER. FOR THAT CLEAN, TRUE TASTE

in brief
Youth ministry cuts down
The federal budget
estimates released Feb. 27 show the government will spend at least $20 million less on
youth programs next year.

OTTAWA (CUP)

—

The Minister of State (Youth) has been
spared the budget axe, but no specific budget
has been allocated, unlike the other junior ministry under the secretary of state, the Ministry
of State (Multiculturalism), which does have a
budget.
The government allocated $5.5 million to
wind down Katimavik, the youth volunteer
program cut last month. The estimates say the
other $142 million of Katimavik's regular

budget has been "reallocated to

new govern-

ment initiatives and priorities." But these priorities aren't spelled out anywhere in the report.
The budget of the citizenship development
program, which one treasury board official
said includes most of the Ministry of Youth's
spending money, will drop from $24.3 million
in 1985-86 to $10 million in 1986-87.
The government will save another $6.8 million because there is no money being spent this
year on youth projects. Last year the government spent $12 million to celebrate Interna-

tional Year of Youth.
The total personnel in the Secretary of State
will decrease by 139 full-time jobs.

Union subsidizes daycare
VANCOUVER (CUP)
Workers for the
Simon Fraser University student society now
can choose how their children will be cared for
while they work.
Subsidized daycare is not a new thing at
SFU. "It has been going on for about eight or
nine years, even before we were unionized,"
said Rhonda Spence, SFU Student Society
employee and Shop Steward of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees Local 2396.
The SFU student society's 75 percent subsidy will be extended to cover employees who
choose at-home childcare. This percentage
—

covers a maximum of

$355 a month for infant

care, said Spence.
"It's a boon to employees because, as you
can imagine, $475 a month for daycare would
be a big chunk out of our wages," said Spence.
The latest contract has made this subsidy
available to employees who choose to keep
their children at home with the other parent or
with a private babysitter, said Spence.

Student union subsidization of daycare costs
is a rare practice at Canadian universities, she
said, adding, "As far as I know, SFU is the
only student society to provide subsidized daycare to their staff.''

Coalition faces pro-lifers
When the local
MONTREAL (CUP)
chapter of the Knights of Columbus took over
the board of the health clinic in Ste. Therese
last year and got the clinic to stop providing
abortions, students at CEGEP Lionel-Groul
banded together to fight for abortion access.
Now the students have joined women's
groups across Quebec in a new coalition to
fight for access to safe abortion in the province
where safe abortion has been Canada's most
available for a decade.
A province-wide coalition of over 80 student, women's union, and community groups,
the "Coalition" was formed this month to fight
an increasingly well-organised and militant
pro-life movement in Quebec.
"Abortion services are being threatened for
the first time in several years," said Leslie
—

Myers, health worker at a Montreal community youth clinic, Head and Hands, who attended the coalition's opening meeting in Montreal.

"There hasn't been the need for

a

coalition

since 1976. It was a major issue in other
provinces, not Quebec," she said. "But the
pro-life movement is definitely on the move

—

apy Association.

The Association is one of 13 commercial
hypnosis centres in the Montreal phone
book. Virtually every group contacted said
they had students enrolled in self-hypnosis
courses. The Association, however, targets
the student audience.
"During exam time, I have had as many
as 40 students a day taking the course," said

Miriam Praw, the Association's director.
The Association advertises with classified
ads in Montreal university and CEGEP (College d'education generale et professionel)
papers. The ads read: "Guaranteed higher
grades. Written guarantee you'll pass every
course through unlimited hypnosis and flotation, or money refunded." The Association
is the only place in Canada that refunds
money if hypnosis has not worked, Praw
said.

However, written guarantees are not given

:
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here."
The Ste. Therese clinic, 20 km from Montreal, was one of several private clinics, hospitals, and community clinics in the Montreal
area which offer free abortions on demand.
Under articles 251 and 252 of the federal
criminal code, therapeutic abortions are only
legal if they take place in accredited hospitals
after a committee of three doctors have
approved the abortion. An abortion can only
be granted if the life of the mother is in danger.

Hypnosis eases jitters
Mary
MONTREAL (CUP)
Lemieux used to get so tense and agitated
during exams she would literally blank out
and not be able to remember what she had
studied. The 23-year-old Concordia student's grades dropped and she began to lose
confidence in her intellectual ability.
Today, Lemieux is very relaxed and confident when she takes exams, and is getting
almost straight A's in her science program,
she said.
Like many students Lemieux was suffering from "exam anxiety", a mental state
which can be combatted through self-hypnosis, according to the Canadian Hypnother-
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unless

a student takes a three-month program of written hypnosis with sessions in the
sensory deprivation tank, said Praw. This
program costs $600.

No guarantee is given for the regular foursession program, which costs $175. The
flotation tank costs $20 for one hour.
Math student Paul Petrides started using
hypnosis for memory improvement.
"I wanted to be able to remember more in
a much shorter period of time and more
easily as well as more accurately. The technique of self-hypnosis has allowed me to do

APPLICATIONS
for
RESIDENCE
1986-1987
are now available in the Housing office. All
returning students are eligible.

this," he said.

One McGill student used hypnosis to help
her learn a second language.
Praw tried to dispel myths about hypnosis. Many people think hypnosis is a "surrendering" of the will where all control is in

the hands of the hypnotist, said Praw. However, she said any suggestion can be rejected,
or accepted and once the technique of selfhypnosis is learned, no one has to depend on
an instructor.

Clinical psychologist Jerome Legault, who
teaches at the Universite du Quebec in
Montreal and specializes in problems of
memory, said there have not been many
studies about hypnosis and the subconscious, and links between them were only
hypothetical.
He added, however, "I believe hypnosis
could probably help memory simply because
it allows the individual to relax enough so as
to be able to pull things out of long-term
memory, and the information in this longterm memory becomes more accessible."

CLOSING DEADLINE
Mar. 14,4:30 p.m. 1986
A $25 deposit must accompany the
application. This will be refunded only if
the applicant is not offered a space in residence. Details and other information are
available at the Housing office.
884-1970 ext. 2218

L
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Feminist examines language
by Elizabeth Donovan
for Canadian University Press
When Cheris Kramarae started search·
ing for connections between gender and
language, she didn't realize her quest
would later become a field of study.
"The only scholarly work I could find
that addressed gender as a variable in our
language was a book dated 1922. In one
chapter entitled 'The Woman' the author
observes that 'women have an innate

"What do you mean she fell down an open personhole?"
reluctance to curse' and 'the reason why a
woman talks so much is because the ideas
go through the empty chambers of her
brain,"' says Kramarae, co-editor of the
recently published book A Feminist Diet·
ionary.
Although this book did little to satisfy
Kramarae's curiosity, it did inspire her to
tug at the roots of these stereotypes about

women in our society.
Kramarae, a speech communications
professor at the University of lllinois, spoke
to a large audience of students and faculty
at St. Francis Xavier University in Antigon·
ish, Nova Scotia last fall.
She says that because she was unable to
find any written work on the subject of :
gender and language she began to exam· 1
ine the statements our society makes
about women.
"Women have always been considered
the 'keepers of propriety.' Etiquette books
advised women to speak softly, to soften
their opinions and the number of times
they offered their opinions," says
Kramarae.
No quote better illustrated women's
passive code of behaviour than Emily
Post's advice for the ideal secretary.
"The perfect secretary should forget
she is a human being .. . like an office
machine she should respond only when
touched."
Although this advice was given in the
late 1900's, stereotypical attitudes about
wom~n's voices have carried well into the
20th century.
"Even by 1954 the BBC (British Broad·
casting Company) said women need not
apply for any radio announcer positions,
especially for the news announcer position," says Kramarae.
"Women's speech has always been ex·
amined in relation to men's speech. Histor·
ically, we see such activists as Elizabeth
Cady Staton who was allowed to sit on
stage, but many times her husband or
brother read her speech."
Kramarae's research disproves stereo·
types about women, masking facts in our

society. Often the same behaviour is eVll ~@~~~@~
uated differently for a man than a woman. ~i~~~
"In a study done using a crying baby, 11
observers were asked to hypothesize why .......,x.-,,
the baby was crying, and were casually
told the baby's sex."
a:~;y~~:;.
"People who thought the baby was a IE(0,;.,;;;;(~>.:~=·~;
boy said he was expressing anger.
ever, those who were told the same
was a girl said she was crying out of fear
Kramarae says speech patterns can
indicate who possesses the power in a
given interaction between men and women.
"In studies monitoring the number d
interruptions during conversations be·
tween women and men, 90 percent of the
interruptions came from men. Even in tea·
cher/student relationships, male students
and professors interrupted more often
than female students and professors."
During classroom discussions, studies
show women feel bad if someone has been
put down in class. They would prefer to
offer information, rather than defend their
ideas. Men said they liked a clash and a
battle of ideas, often using military/combat
language to describe this interaction.
Kramarae demonstrated one powerful
example of the inequities that result from
using the word 'girl', when referring to a
woman. She cited one study where half the
participants in an experiment were given a
detailed work experience resume, using
the word 'girl' and the other using 'woman'.
Although the descriptions were exactly
the same, the one using the word 'girl' was
recommended $5,000 less in salary than
the candidate referred to as a 'w<Jman'. ··~-i&::l*"lt's obviously clear to me that language
makes a difference."

Symbolic colour identifying solidarity

Havi
by Ann Grever
reprinted from the Gateway
Canadian University Press
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ale Spender wears purple, lots of it
-purple earrings, purple glasses,
and purple stockings.
It suits her. She has fun with the
o our purple - she even writes in purple
ink -but she also likes it for serious
reasons.
"Women have used purple as symbolic
colour to identify solidarity. The Pank·
hursts wore purple. The suffragettes wore
purple. There have been different reasons
to wear purple, but the colour has always
been purple," Pender says.
"I wear it partly because there is so little
symbolism in women's lives and partly
because it's a damn sight easier - every·
thing goes with everything else."
Spender, author of 'Women of Ideas'
and 'What Men Have Done to Them', is a
feminist who just wants to have fun, but
whose message is earnest. When she
spoke to a recent audience at the Univer·
sity of Alberta in Edmonton, she encour·
aged women to 'purple up', to enjoy purple
for its boldness and brightness, and to
enjoy the women's movement in the same
way.
While a Ph.D. student in the philosphy
of language at the University of London,
Spender learned a lot about sexual in·
equality. Repeatedly interrupted by male
colleagues, Spender felt vindicated be·

-

fu

·t

cause that was her area of study. "They
kept on saying that what I was doing was
not good. It was a delight in a sense
because I was doing a thesis on (that and) I
couldn't get a chance to put my case."
Spender wrote an article in the London
Times about her experience. "I named
them all and they lived in fear and dread
after that, that I would do it again," she
says.
According to Spender, men aren't used
to criticism, while women have tolerated
much worse for centuries.
"Women are used to being harassed,
dismissed. Men are absolutely used to

he
"Margaret Atwood wrote a short stor)
and said men are frightened of bei~
laughed at and women are frightened cl
being killed. I think that sums it up," she
says.
Spender identifies power as the basis a
the dispute. "There are no reasons to trust
men; they have the power. I have to be
very careful calling men silly. I would never
do that without a couple of women whom!
knew with me. I've been physically threa·
tened in lecture theatres on campuses,'
she says.
Although her academic interests were
initially in language, Spender is now most

omen do have a history as varied and
diverse as men, but women have been
suppressed and censored.
being acknowledged as superior beings. I
stand there and say, you're silly. They
can't stand that.''
"I wrote articles about how silly they are.
I don't do it out of malice or spite - I do
that when I've got some decent evidence."
But Spender says the issue transcends
silliness.

concerned with women's history, which
she says has been erased and forgotten by
men.
"Women do have a history as varied and
diverse as men, but women have been
suppressed and censored. It's not that
they don't have the history, it's that the

.....-
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Thursday , March 6
Women's Museum: Art, Music and Information Displays at U of W Campus Centre, Great Hall from 10
am-4pm.

3 the number of

Shelia Mcneil speaking on "Equal Pay for Work of
Equal Value" at U of W Campus Centre, Rm. 110
from 10:30 - 11:30 am.
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Film: "Turnaround" at U of W Campus Centre, Rm.
110 from 12:30 -1:30pm. A film about an addiction
treatment house in Vancouver for women with drug
and alcohol dependencies.
Women's Self-Defence Demonstration at U of W
Campus Centre, Great Hall from 1:00 - 4:00 pm.
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Film: "Killing Us Softly" at YWCA, Frederick St.,
Kitchener at 11 am. A portrayal of women in advertising.
Film: "Kate & Anna McGarrigle" at YWCA, Frederick St., Kitchener at !1:30am- noon. A portrait of the
Quebec-born singer-songwriters.
Film: "Gui-Dao -

On the Way: Some Chinese

man has to be Joe McCarthy to be called ruthless. All a
woman has to do is put you on hold."
Marlo Thomas
Film: "Killing Us Softly" at U of W Campus Centre,
Rm. 110 from 1:30-2:00 pm. A portrayal of women in
advertising.

Film: "Kate & Anna McGarrigle" at U of W Campus
Centre, Rm. 110 at 2:00 - 2:30 pm. A portrait of the
Quebec-born singer-songwriters.
Film: "Abortion: Stories From North And South" at
U of W Campus Centre, Rm. 110 at 2:30 -3:30 pm. A
cross-cultural survey of the realities of abortion.

c·._.

.o reasons to trust

Film: "Plenty of Nothing" at YWCA, Frederick St.,
Kitchener at 11 am - noon. An examination of the
place of farm women who have worked eqllally with
their husbands to build up the farm, and their vulnerability in case of a separation.

"

....lour u I
ote a short stof1,
tened of being
are frightened ol
sums it up," she

Women's Museum and Information Fair at YWCA
Frederick St., Kitchener at 11 am - 4 pm.

record of that history is not accessible to
them," she says. Male academics have
argued against women's presence in curriculum because "it would lower the standards."
Spender tries to help women find their
past. "What I'm trying to do is to give
women evidence, tools, data they can use.
I'm trying to equip women to go off when
men say women haven't done anything,
and put the book down in front of them.
It's a different political argument to put
seven volumes of women's literature down
and say . why aren't any of these in the
courses," she says.
Academia is only one of the arenas in
which women are unfairly treated. Spender
recalls her marriage and subsequent divorce.
"I got divorced. I had three jobs. One
was calming my husband down from his
job. It's very different from looking after
oneself to resourcing another," she says.
While Spender freely admits she's a
product of sixties feminism, she prefers to
identify with the 300-year old movement.
"Whenever there has been women protesting, which is three hundred years that I
know of, there have been people saying it's
passe. They did that to (Mary) Wollstonecraft and that was in 1790. You know it's a
way of discrediting women and not taking
them seriously."
Spender traces women's strife to the
origins of the patriarchy, and resurging
waves of fem inist vita lity.

I

P

"Men got in first, made up the rules,
decided what they were going to do. So it
just gets perpetuated. Historically this is
how it always goes.
"Every 50 years women re-invent the
wheel. Every 50 years there is an explosion
of insights, of understanding," she says .
But a backlash always hits, she admits.
"You get a gradual decline, and then you
g£.t the second generation who take for
granted what we fought for," she says.
However, Spender is not disappointed
with waning interest in feminism among
young women. "If you're looking for converts then I suppose you could say your
task is disappointing. But if your task is
about providing knowledge for people who
want to know ... then I don't find any failure
at all.
"The books are here, there is access to
them. I don't go around to people saying
feminism is right. I say feminism is one way
of explaining the world. It's been enormously helpful to me."
Spender's 'purple up' feminism is too
upbeat and positive to be suppressed, and
she says her writings reflect this mood.
"Do I look depressed about this? Wherever I go I have lots of women come up to
me after I speak, laughing, saying they feel
better already, thinking about it," she says.
She says the image of the raging mad
feminist doesn't suit her. "I have a life that
is incredibly free , and this is actually liberation. And I'm (called) the embittered feminist! That's ha rdly true," she says.

Film: "D.E.S.: An Uncertain Legacy" at U of W
Campus Centre, Rm. 110 at 3:30-4:30 pm. A look at
the development, marketing, and medical consequences of D.E.S., a drug prescribed to millions of
pregnant women to prevent miscarriage despite studies that had shown it to be ineffective and possibly
dangerous.
Speaker: Kathleen Shannon will speak on "Studio 0:
Starting the Second Decade" at WLU Seminary, Rm.
101 at 7:30 pm.
Heather Bishop in concert at U of W Humanities
Theatre at 8:30pm. Tickets; $5 and $7. CaD 885-1211,
ext. 3457.

Friday, March 7
Women's Museum: Art, Music and Information Displays at U of W Campus Centre, Great Hall from 10
am-4pm.

Speaker: Kathy Hancox wiD speak on "Women's
Health" at U of W Campus Centre, Rm. 110 at 10 am
to 11 pm.
Film: "Some American Feminists" at U of W Campus
Centre, Rm. 110 at 12:30 - 1:30 pm. A historical
perspective of the women's movement in the 60s and
early 70s with excerpts from interviews and newsreel
footage .

Women Told Us" at YWCA, Frederick St., Kitchener at noon - 1:30 pm. A fascinating look at the
lives of a number of women employed by the railways
in Wuchang, China.
Film: "Carry Greenhorn Home" at YWCA, Freder·
ick St., Kitchener at noon - 1:30pm. A documentary
about the women's peace camp at Greenham Airforce Base in England.
Film: "Abortion: Stories From North and South" at
YMCA, Frederick St., Kitchener at 1:30-2:30 pm. A
cross-cultural survey of the realities of abortion.
Film: "Women in Arms" at YWCA, Frederick St.,
Kitchener at 1:30 -3 pm. A documentary on the
women students, factory workers, peasants and
domestic workers who played active and equal roles
in the fight for Nicaragua's freedom.
Film: "D.E.S.: An Uncertain Legacy" at YWCA,
Frederick St., Kitchener at 2:30 -3:30pm. A look at
the development, marketing, and medical consequences of D.E.S., a drug prescribed to millions of
pregnant women to prevent miscarriage despite studies that had shown it to be ineffective and possibly
dangerous.
Assertiueness Workshop at YWCA, Frederick St.,
Kitchener at 2:30 - 3:30 pm.
VIdeo: "Mother Hubbard had Nothing On Us" at
YWCA, Frederick St., Kitchener at 3 -4 pm. A video
about 'Mothers Making Change'.
Cabaret and Dance at Kitchener's Farmers Market,
Frederick St. from 8 pm. - 1 am. Dance is wheelchair
accessible and childcare wiD be provided.

Sunday, March 9
+note: all events to be held at YWCA, Frederick St.,
Kitchener

Film: "Carry Greenhorn Home" at U of W Campus
Centre, Rm.110at 1:30-3 pm. Adocumentaryabout
the women's peace camp at Greenham Airforce Base
in England.

Film: "Some American Feminists" at 1 - 2 pm. A
historical perspective of the women's movement in
the sixties and early seventies with excerpts from
interviews and newsreel footage.

Film: "Women in Arms" at U of W Campus Centre,
Rm. 110 at 3 -4:30pm. A documentary on the women
students, factory workers, peasants and domestic
workers who played active and equal roles in the fight
for Nicaragua's freedom.

Film: "Nuns: Behind the Veil; Part l"at 1 to2:30 pm.
The first film ever to record from a global perspective
the turbulent history and remarkable achievements
of women in religion, from pre-Christian Celtic communities to the radical Sisters of the 1980s.

Saturday, March 8

Film: "Turnaround" at 2 - 3 pm. A film about an
addiction treatment house in Vancouver for women
with drug and alcohol dependencies.

+note: Childcare will be provided for aU events at the
YWCA.

Demonstration: Women's Self Defence at YWCA
Frederick St., Kitchener at 11 am - noon.

Film: "Nuns: Behind the Veil; Part 2" at 2:30- 4 pm.

Film: "This Borrowed Land" at 3 - 3:30 pm. This film
makes the lives and work of farm women visible and
exposes a grave threat to their way of life and to the
future of food production in this country.
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Sunday

Thursday

March 6

March 9

BAGEL BRUNCH: The Waterloo
Jewish Students Association will
meet from 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
in U of Ws Campus Centre, Rm.
113.
MUSIC AT NOON presents the
piano duo of Anagnoson & Kinton at 12 noon in theT.A. Admission is free and all are welcome.

GRADUATION RECITALS: Soprano Elaine Graham will perform at 3 p.m. in the T.A., while
clarinetist Phillip Brunton will
perform at 8 p.m. Admission is
free and all are welcome.

GEOGRAPHY LECTURE: Dr.
Jim Byrne, U of W, will speak on
'Aspects of Hazardous Liquid
Spills' at 2:30 p.m. in the Library
Boardroom. Admission is free
and all are welcome.

LCM CHURCH Service will take
place at 11 a.m. in the WLU
Chapel. Coffee hour follows.

COME OUT and celebrate International Womens' Week.
Heather Bishop in concert with
Tracey Riley at 8:30 p.m. in U of
W's Humanities Theatre. Tickets
are available at the door: nonFeds pay $7.

JOIN RECREATIONAL folk
dance classes, 7:30 9:30 p.m. at
the Adult Recreation Centre. No
experience necessary. For more
info, call 576-2653.

LAURIER CHRISTIAN Fellowship: A dinner meeting will take
place at 4:30 in the Seminary
Lounge with a speaker or group
Bible study at 5:30. All are welcome. For more info., call
885-6486.

ATTENTION: IST year Arts and
Science students Deadline for
applying to Internship Program
is today. Interested applicants
contact 884-1970, ext. 2507.

Friday

March 7
THE CORD WEEKLY will hold
its weekly staff meeting at 2:30
p.m. in the news office of the
Cord (2nd Fl. NCC). Any student
who would like to contribute is
welcome to attend.
SQU<~.3H CLINIC: Learn the
basic skills and strategy. Sign-up
at the A C. at 5 p.m. Cost
$10/ player. Qualified CSRA Instructors. Skill assessment included.

GRADUATION RECITAL at
Laurier: Daniel Douglas will perform his graduation recital on
the recorder at 8 p.m. in the T.A.
Admission is free and all are
welcome.

Saturday

March 8
GRADUATION RECITALS:
Janice Buchanan and Guy Few
will perform their graduation
recitals in the T.A., consecutively
at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. Admission is
free and all are welcome.

March 12

-

Monday

March 10
KPL LECTURE: Dr. Toombs, of
the R&C Dept., will speak on
'Archaeology and the Bible' at 12
noon at the Kitchener Public
Library. Admission is free and all
are welcome.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL Review Committee will meet at 4
p.m. in the BOD Room.
Confidence. Support from
peers. The WLU Gavel Club can
help you develop in these areas.
So come and see what we're all
about. Meet from 5:30 to 6:45
p.m. in 2-112 (CTB).

Tuesday

March 11
OPEN HOUSE: Laurier's High
School Liason Office will host an
open house for potential students interested in the faculties
of Arts & Science and Music. For
more info., call 884-1970, ext.
2385.
BAGEL BRUNCH: The Waterloo
Jewish Students Association will
meet from 11:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m.
in U of W's Campus Centre. Everyone is welcome.

A CUSO INFORMATION meeting, for people interested in developing countries, will take
place on Wednesday, March 19,
7:30 p.m., at the Kitchener Public
Library. There will be a speaker
and slides on rural economic
growth in Botswana.

Stenographic
Services
QUALITY TYPING and/or word
processing. Resumes stored indefinitely. Punctuation and spelling checked. Fast accurate service. Delivery arranged. Diane,
576-1284.

Thursday

March 13

TYPING! ESSAYS and resumes.
Paper supplied. Reasonable
rates. Close to universities. Call
Donna at 886-6308 anytime.

YAHOOO! ITS the Ist Mardigras at WLU! A nite at the Turret
filled with fun, prizes, casino,
food and more! Don't miss it!

QUALIFIED TYPIST. Anything
typed from theses to resumes.
IBM Selectric typewriter. Will
edit and correct spelling. Will
supply paper. Call Pamela at

Upcoming
POETRY WLU, the literary annual featuring poetry and art,
appears in the Bookstore soon.
Get yours (for only $2)!

884-6913.

QUALITY RESUMES. Type-rite
can design your resume for that
'professionally printed' look.
Featuring larger bold headings.
Very reasonable rates.

PLAN TO attend the English
Club General Meeting on March
18at4 p.m. in Rm. 2-207. Discussion will centre around the election of new executive and the
year-end party. All interested students are welcome.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Essays, term papers, theses, resumes, etc. Simple tax returns
prepared $10. Call Accu-Type
886-4347.

THE EARLE Shelley Poetry
Award Contest is accepting
poems until March 17. A maximum of five original and unpublished poems (all exceeding ten
lines) may be entered. Include
name, address and phone number on a separate sheet, and
submit everything to Dr. Jewinski, Dept. of English. Winners
will be announced at the spring

-

LSM BIBLE Study will take place
from 4-5 p.m. at 177 Albert St.

FAST, ACCURATE typing and
word processing of reports, mailing lists and resumes. Reasonable rates, many years experience. Phone 886-2097.

TYPING: GRADUATE of a university Secretarial and Administrative Studies Program will type
essays, reports, resumes, etc.
Close to campus. Reasonable
rates. Call Cathy at 746-0190.

English party.

Before you head out to
the Rockies, or over to
Europe...

TYPING: WILL type essays. Spelling and grammar corrected. 20
years experience. IBM typewriter. Call Shirley at 745-2928 after
5 p.m.
TYPING: RESUMES, report,
essays, etc. Call 745-9551.

|

TYPING SERVICES availableby
experienced legal secretary.
Theses, essays, resumes, English and/or French. 742-1560,
days or 743-6618 evenings.

Personal Business

—

Adventure Guide
From packs and tents to clothing and hiking equipment,
Adventure Guide has all the right equipment for your
trip. During March, save 10% on regular priced stock
with your student card. Hostel Cards are now

Upcoming
Events

INTERESTED IN Journalism as
a Business? Robert Verdun, Editor of the Elmira Independent,
will deliver a keynote address on
Saturday, March 15. He will be
speaking to delegates of Canadian University Press, but the
lecture is open to all. P1025/27 at
7:00 p.m. sharp.

LAURIER PEACE Chapter and

Events

Bridgehead Trading Book/information table will be in the Concourse March 12-13, from 10:30
-2:30, in order to promote awareness of Third World Issues.
Bridgehead coffee, tea, and assorted items will be available.

classifieds

SOCIOLOGY & Anthropology
Lecture: Dr. Anne Zeller, U of W,
will speak on 'Conducting Primate Research' at 8 p.m. in
Room 5-205, CTB. Admission is
free and all are welcome.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS.

Upcoming

Upcoming
Evontt

Wednesday

Personals

Personals

TO #10 (J.H.): We should get
together and further discuss
Y&R. Pseudo Knob.

HEY! HEY! HEY! 'G ruff' don't let
her bring you down. You'll always have us. Luv, EMC.

MOTHER MARY: Thanksforthe
entertainment. By the way, what
is your name!?! Lady Di.

DESPERATELY SEEKING
David: This week's odessy will be
chilly. Come up with ideas to
stay warm. Love Mom.

HOOVER FOR sale. Used but
still operational. Call 744-6859
please.

PUDDLES: SORRY we missed
you on Valentine's Day We're
available for our dinner date anytime!! We'd love to see you get all
wet again. This time we promise
no flying weiners. Anonymisses.
-

DEAR STEVE H. Your attitude to
student gov't (as evinced by your
'platform') certainly is entertaining. Future Board meetings
should be a real laughfest. I wish
I'd called you at 5 in the morning,
since that's when I finished
typing in candidate interviews.
Your pal, some girl who used to
be with the Cord.
MY OWN Private Moose-nob:
Cat-washers of the world unite!
Put your kitty in the sink tonight.
Waiting for sunrise has become
a transcendent experience.
Love, Torie's.
DEAR J.M.: Your essence exists
in my dreams, and my heart and
waiting. B.ad.
soul are

-

JOHN IN Political Science: You
can throw snowballs at our windows anytime! E & J on Hazel.

THE VOTES are in... Mickey has
been chosen Mr. O.P. 1986.
Please pick up your prize (a new
pair of white O.P. shorts) as soon
as possible. Love 'Anchors
Away'.

Accommodations
LUXURY CONDO can be yours
for next year! For 5 people 3
bathrooms, wash/dryer, air-conditioning, dishwasher, tennis
court much more! Call 8887624 for details now!
-

-

-

TORONTO: ACCOMMODATION available in a house for
graduating students. Commencing late summer, or September.
Excellent location in
Toronto. Competitive rent.
Jackie, 884-3294.

APARTMENT FOR rentthissummer with option to renew lease.
Room for 3, $475. Lincoln Towers. 746-0629.

...

TO #16'S TART: You have no
class or brains. 'Drueling is spelled Drooling and Valentines are
sent by admirers not tarts.
Signed: Not the one who sent it.

TEN MEN: The odds are great!
How about a date?! Dancers.
D & M: WHERE are the veggies?
The jelly beans didn't keep some
of us awake. I need a new air
cleaner. Let's do this again.
H-Man.
DEAR SECRET Admirer.
Thanks for the Valentine'sLetter.
Is there more to come? How
about a formal introduction?
Dear Lovely Jo-Anne.

BLYTH & COMPANY: Superbly
Led Tours for Young Adults Ages
19-35. Biking trans continental,
biking Europe's great river valleys, biking in France, the bike
tour of Europe, grand tour:
Greece and the Islands, grand
tour: Western Europe, sailing in
Greece, French Immersion and
homestay, humanities at Oxford
University. Please call for a complimentary brochure. Offices in
Canada, USA and France. Toll
Free: (800) 387-1387; (416)
964-2569.

HI SAILORS: Here's to bell bottom pants and tatoos Come sail
with me. Irie Mon Irie! P.S. Next
stop, the Marines!

FENCING LESSONS: Be a 'connoisseur of the odd' in learning
this sport. Lessons available for
individuals or small groups at a
small rate. Call Zoltan, 746-0570.

MRS. 16: Meow!

-

BLOND & REDHEAD: Guy saw
you at the Turret Friday night but
couldn't make a move without
Man, it just wasn't part of the
plan. Don't believe every Tom,
Dick and Harry that say they're
Guy and Man because like the
best things in life this Guy and
Man don't cum easy. Guy and
Man.

TO #16'S Girlfriend: Greetings
from the hawkey tart. No offense
intended.

FURNISHED HOUSE to share
with females. Across the street
from WLU. Laundry, dishes and
linens supplied. Summer $135,
Fall $220 (includes utilities).
Jacqueline, 885-5420.
LOOKING FOR 3 girls to sublet
house during summer. Minutes
from school on Ezra. Call Fran at
746-0031.
HOUSE EXCHANGE: A 3 bedroom house in Kitchener for a
house in Continental Europe.
July and August, 1986. Call 5792276, Kitchener.

lost& Found
LOST: WOMAN'S watch, gold
rim with alligator-style strap, in
the vicinity of the A.C. on Sunday, Feb. 9. Sentimental value.
Call Heather, 884-2990.

Help Wanted
SUMMER JOBS: If you want to
earn big bucks, enjoy a summer
in the sun, and get that satisfaction that only teamwork can
bring, College Pro Driving Sealing wants you. Call Dave at 7446617 or Bill at 1-438-4880 for
details.
STUDENT PAINTERS: Canadian Student Contractors requires managers for Toronto
and near surrounding areas. Information available at the Career
Placement Centre. Some painting experience required.

-
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THE LEADERS IN QUALITY OUTDOOR
EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING.
'258 KING ST., N., WATERLOO, ONTARIO N2J 2Y9 (519) 886-3121

yBBp supplement
I

v coming soon

Submissions (poetry, perspectives, artwork, etc.) are welcomed for the Cord
Weekly's Lesbian & Gay supplement, which will be published on Thursday,
March 13. All submissions are due by Thursday, March 6 and should be brought
to the Cord offices on the second floor of the NCC. Submissions may be mailed to
the Cord c/o WLU.
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Entertainment

Have the Rebels sold out?
by Tony Spencer

The Forgotten Rebels at Fed Hall?

Presented by the UW Math Soci-

ety?! Are they out of their minds, or
what? These are the nasty Hamilton
boys who come into town, get drunk
and smash things up!
The last time the Rebels showed
their faces around here was over two
years ago at the beautiful City Hotel
in downtown Waterloo, where about
fifty people showed, including the
drunks who live upstairs. At that

show I suffered a smashed and bloodied nose while slam-dancing among
a wild throng of Rebels supporters.

There were a few fights, a few
broken tables and everyone including the band got too drunk to care.
All in all a great time at a typical
Rebels show.
Well, they have obviously come a
long way since then. They have a
new EP, Boys Will Be Boys, a video
by the same name receiving limited
airplay on MTV, and a new LP in
the works. They now play venues

like Fed Hall and El Mocambo, a
long way from their old dives like
Larry's Hideaway.
So what's a diehard Rebel fan to
do? Is one to get pissed off and shout
the proverbial, "oh, no, they've sold
out"? Sorry, but I would rather not.
You can only take the surviving-onsheer-guts lifestyle of rock and roll
excess for so long. So when I see a
band like the Rebels finally begin to

make a few bucks and play some
half-decent halls, I am all for them. It
does not really bother me that their

new tunes

sound

more

and

more

poppish and are filled with more
hooks than any Bay City Rollers
song.

On Friday night the Fed Hall
dance floor was crammed with every
type of person from the odd slamdancing hardcore to the prettiest
preppy politely bopping away.
All the old hits were played, as
well as quite a few new songs. Two of
the standouts were Little Girl in the

its shlocky title.
The band was, as usual, perfectly
tight. They belted out a total of thirty
songs, proving that these boys deliver
your money's worth.
So, if what you are looking for is a
fun time, no bullshit posing, and no
art for ego's sake, then these are your
boys. Thank you Fed Hall for finally
showing some guts and bringing in a
great rock and roll band that was
appreciated by everyone.

Snow and I Wanna Fuck You,
which is surprisingly melodic despite

Cord
photos
by Bruce

Plaskett

Nasty? The Forgotten Rebels certainly are, but they have achieved enough
popularity to warrant a booking at UW's Federation Hall. Lead singer, Mickey
DeSadist provided his usual venomous vocals (upper left), though he
occasionally gave up (lower left). Mickey required a cheat sheet (above) for
sonne newer songs.

Passages

Undaunted energy

by Ingrid Randoja
Passages is the words, songs and dances of Patricia
White. White, a Toronto-based dancer, actress and
writer has put together a one-woman show depicting
the stages, or passages, of her life. Last Monday in the

Paul Martin Centre, White

gave a

Laurier audience

the opportunity to glimpse the entertaining and often
moving journeys of her life, and the collective lives of
many

other

women.

It is rhythm, however, which is the basis of her
collage. Her words and music are the rhythmic counterpoints to her dance movements. When they are all

combined, the passages of ho life reveal

a sense of
Her characters are full of life and
humour as they face the problems of being independently-minded women in a male society which is not
quite ready to accept them.
For example, when White portrays a girl on a
mythological quest in search of adventure and the
meaning of life, she encounters a group of men arguing. When she asks the men how she can learn to play
the game, she is told she can't, but they always need
someone to lead them in cheers. White then goes into
-

undaunted

energy.

Passages relies upon stories, fairy tales, dances,
music and minimal props to transfer White from a
child to an old woman. White moves from one stage of
life to another very simply, whether it be by putting on a
jacket or changing a child's quilt into the stomach of a
pregnant woman. Her props consist of a sack of
clothes and shoes which, at first, are hung up neatly,
embodying the structured possibilities life has to offer a
woman. The clothes are worn, discarded and finally
worn again, as we are shown that a person's life is the
totality of all past stages and passages.
White, a small woman whose extremely compact
and strong body resembles a gymnast with the capability to bench-press 200 pounds, moves with a heavy
ease. Her feet seldom seem to leave the ground yet
there exists a thick airiness which prevails in her

humorously expounds her lot in life. When White (and
we assume it is White herself) enters university, she
quickly understands she will not be taken seriously,
and again her ambition is thwarted.
It is the strength of her family and the women of her
family from which White draws her tenacity. Her pride
and unabashed curiosity about her mother, grandmother and aunts are the recurring and underlying
currents which enable White to face life with vibrancy
and resolution. Her celebration of them through dance,
song and words is, in reality, a celebration of all the

motions.

women

an exuberant display of cheerleading in which she

from generations

past.
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Student Alumni Association
"Charity Dance-A-Thon"
Saturday, March 15/86
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Dear Sharkey Day and Lippy
Pinhead
Your review (?) of Psyche's show
at the Turret was a rather pathetic
attempt at humour. When reviewing
a show, no matter what your opinion
of it, at least have the courtesy of

Time: 12 noon -12 midnight.
Theme: Green & White.
Pledge cards are available
from the Info Booth.

Interested in

—

Reader calls Oxygen
Nights a success

Journalism?
If vou have university or college credits, or credits related to
journalism, you could qualify for Advanced Standing in the
one-vear Journalism Program at Georgian College.
Training and practical experience in all phases of print
journalism are offered.

For more information

taking a journalistic approach. The
flippant attitude contained within the
column is indicative of your lack of
writing skills.
To start with, it is only natural for
a struggling young band to give a
plug for their album, and I see no
reason why they should receive criticism for their attempt to earn a few
extra dollars. Psyche has several
thousand dollars worth of equipment
and were paid next to nothing for the
show. The Oxygen Party organizers
were given three hundred dollars for
the term, Psyche was paid half of
this, hardly enough to cover their
expenses.

How you can insult the lyrics of
this band while creatures like
Madonna are making millions whining about virginity, among other
things, is another part of your article
that escaped my comprehension.
Darren is a more than competent
writer, and it really makes me wonder
if you have ever read and/or considered their words.
Another point worth mentioning is
that this concert was given free to
Laurier students. If you don't appreciate the show, you can always leave
with no money lost. I think we owe
these people for giving us an hour
and a half of entertainment with the
only cost being our time.
And now to move on to the
broader topic of Oxygen Nights in
general. TTiey are indeed a relief
from the disco-droll that dominates
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
If there is tiny dissatisfaction with the
music, it is unfounded. Since these

nights are on a trial basis only,
SAMBoard has supplied us with no
money to purchase albums. The
majority of the music played on these
nights comes from my own incomplete collection of albums. I take the
time to bring these albums up solely
for the satisfaction of pleasing a certain sector of the student population.
I love doing it and I love the positive
response we've been getting from
this event. Hopefully next year we
will have the finances to get a more
complete collection of "alternative"
miusic. Until then, students are
invited to bring up any album or single they would like played. For now,
however, we should show some
appreciation for the efforts of the few
who have made the Oxygen Nights
both a success and a breath of fresh
air for Laurier's music lovers.

Len Kelly

discs
bangles
different light

Call toll-free: 1-800-461-9696
or: (703) 728-1951
or write to: Edith Weber

Journalism Program Co-ordinator

by Scott Piatkowski

One Georgian Drive
Barrie, Ontario
L4M 3X9

Georgian College

Arts

&

$

Computing

Earn As You Learn

Geography

of

°

(5)

Ist Year
Science Students

QjW

W0

This album contains twelve of the most insipid songs
Only the exquisite harmonies that are the
Bangles' trademark prevent Different Light from being
frisbee material.
The group enlisted Prince (alias Christopher) to pen
the record's first song, Manic Monday. They might as
well have hired a four-year-old. It would have been
cheaper and the intelligence level would have been the
same: "It's just another manic Monday/ 1 wish it was
Sunday/ 'cause that's my funday/ my 1 don't have to
runday/ it's just another manic Monday."
Providing one does not listen to the words, In A
Different Light is a good song. Walking Down Your
Street lacks all of the punch that made the Bangles' first
album so endearing.
The lyrics really test the listener's stomach on Walk
Like An Egyptian, but the tune is rather interesting.
Standing In The Hallway doesn't much challenge the
intellect either.
Return Post couples an anemic melody with typically
mindless lyrics to make for a really bad song. It features
mainly solo vocals, demonstrating that the band lacks
ever written.

$

Sociology

Biology

individual vocal strength.
Side two opens with If She Knew What She Wants,
which, despite its mundane content, is difficult to dislike.
Such is also the case with Let It Go.
September Gurls leaves us with one very important
unanswered question: what exactly is a "gurl"? Another
mediocre song, Angels Don't Fall In Love, follows.
The group sacrifices its main redeeming characteristic
the members' combined voices
on the next song,
Following, a number that is almost spoken. Not Like
You closesthe album on a pleasantly innocuous note.
For the most part, Different Light sounds good. The
lyrics, however, are universally awful. Given some better
songs, the Bangles could do far better.
—

—

Entertainment Quiz
by Ingrid Randoja

"

0 ""

ca l Science

Interested in applying your academic studies to a summer job?
Come and find out more about the INTERNSHIP PROGRAM.

Where: Internship Office
Seminary Building, G-05

Note: The deadline lor applying for the IntemahlpProgram la March 6,1986.

1. Who portrayed Gandhi in the film Gandhi?
2. What is the name of Molly Ringwald's new movie?
3. What is the name of Samantha's bumbling aunt on

Bewitched?
4. Who recorded the original "Heard It Through The
Grapevine"?
(a) Martha and the Vandellas
(b) Gladys Knight and the Pips
(c) James Brown
5. What is the title of Bruce Cockbum's new album?
6. How many characters did Alec Guinness play in the film Kind
Hearts and Coronets?
7. Who is expecting John McEnroe's baby?
8. In the catalogue of Japanese monster movies, what type of
creature is a "Gammera"?
9. Who is nicknamed "The Killer"?
10. On The Brady Bunch, who locked themselves into Sam's
meat locker?

Answers
Bobby and Gregg 10.

Lewis Lee Jerry 9.
turtle giant A 8.
O'Neal Tatum 7.
nine 6.

Wonders Of World 5.
(b) 4.

Clara Aunt 3.

Pink In Pretty 2.
Kingsley Ben 1.
Answers
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A Tale of Two Cities

It was the best of times...
by Marina Munro

Laurier's faculty of music presented the Canadian
premiere of A Tale of Two Cities in the T.A. last
weekend, and no one coughed. The large audience
watchedthe opera in appreciative silence, then rewarded
the performers with resounding applause.
The Arthur Benjamin/Cedric Cliffe adaptation of
Charles Dickens' classic novel captures the atmosphere
of the days leading up to the French Revolution.
The production, directed by Thomas Schweitzer,
opens in a Paris wine shop, with emotions running high
among the common people over the unreasonable taxes
imposed by the nobility. Their leader is a woman,
Madame Defarge, who cautions her compatriots to wait
until the time is ripe for rebellion.
The plot begins to take shape with the entrance of
Lucie Manette, a young London girl who has come to
France to find her father recently released from the
Bastille after a fifteen-year imprisonment There is a
touching reunion between Lucie, played by Kathleen
Brett (Friday night) and Daria Selemka (Saturday
night), and her father, played by Keith Boldt.
Lucie and her father appear in the next scene, which
takes place years later, along with Lucie's fiance Charles
Damay (Craig Ashton), a self-exiled French noble. Also
introduced is Sydney Carton (Reid Spencer), an admirer
of Lucie's who feds his life has become meaningless.
Darnay is summoned to France, where he is tried and
sentenced to death for his family's participation in the
crimes against the commoners. In the Bastille, surrounded by prisoners attempting to make the best of
.

their situation with music and dancing, he despairs of
ever seeing Lucie again. At this moment, Carton comes
in and trades places with Darnay, who is smuggled out
of the country to join his family. This act of heroism
redeems Carton, who defends it to a fellow prisoner in
the famous speech, "It is a far, far better thing I do now
than I have ever done before." At the opera's end he
loses his life, but regains his honour.
The performance featured some of the music faculty's
finest singers, but unfortunately lacked the acting ability
necessary to make it a first-rate production. An exception to this unexceptional acting was Reid Spencer, who
gave a moving portrayal of Carton's despair at wasting
his life. The final scenes, when Carton makes his great
sacrifice, were particularly stirring.
Deborah Millar as the vengeful Madame Defarge
was a strong and believable character. Except for an
unfortunately stagey death scene, her performance was
one of the best of the production.
The projected backdrop provided a change from
conventional painted sets, although a slight problem
with alignment detracted from the effect. A better idea
might have been the use of only one slide for the background. Falling leaves in the second scene also proved
distracting. Costumes, however, helped reinforce the
audience's perception of the characters, with the rebellious commoners wearing bright splashes of red and the
English people dressed in quieter colours.
Despite the problems, this production was exciting
and moving. The faculty should be commended for
successfully meeting the challenge of a Canadian
premiere.

Woodn't it be nice
Mike Woods, playing to a tiny
Turret audience, managed nonetheless to involve the audience
in the music of Neil Young and
James Taylor, but not Jim Croce.
He had a million stories, took
requests and lived up to the
reputations of his fine predecessors. He could play many different chords, among them D
(below) and the lesser-known
but more difficult A-minor 7th.
CORD photos by Andrew M. Dunn

The Teen Idols
by Paul MacDonald

Canada." Meeting at
Wyarton College in New York, King
and bassist Biff Beach, native Montrealers, met up with drummer Bill E.
Klubb. Klubb commented that, "I'm
fed up with arrogant music. There
are just too many bands in New
York like that." The Teen Idols seem
obsessed with wiping out arrogance
in 1980s music. Indeed, they manage to combine many unpretentious
influences to create their music.
The group is still awaiting a record
deal with negotiations proceeding at
the moment between band manager
Mario "The Zipper" Moro and some
of his independant musical contacts.
"We certainly have come a long way
since our days as Donny and the
new friends in

On Thursday and Friday nights at
Level 21, The Teen Idols crushed
musical convention to put together
three 45-minute sets of both original
and cover material. The three musicians from New York turned in one
of the best live performances K-W
has seen this school year.
The band spliced highly motivated
original songs with cover songs from
The Ramones, Dvis, Ricky Nelson
and The Violent Femmes. No label
can be put on the type of music they
play. Is it hard rock, Rockabilly,
blues? I don't know, maybe it's
simply "whatever" music.
Their performance was energetic
and consistent, and the band established a unique relationship with the
audience. Relating Korean war stories to their songs and ideology, the
band devises an apolitical tone for
their music. A member of the
audience, who had apparently been
dnnking, commented, "They say

Ducktails," commented Biff Beach.

They were recently

Ii" II
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prominent in today's society.
Hopefully, The Teen Idols can
return to K-W in the near future.
Everyone can then see and hear a
complex and confusing musical
masquerade that is very important to
our local music scene.
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It you think you may be pregnant,
Birthright offers free pregnancy tests,
Birthright volunteers can help you

explore your options, your possible
future plans.

Call 579-3990
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It RMS: CASH
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579-3990
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radio at

and their direction. Commenting on
their proposed single You Never
Had Me, King explained it concerns
an ironic love situation that is all too

lot with their music. Not exactly politics, simply life."
In an interview with the Cord
Weekly, Donny King (lead singer
and guitarist) revealed aspects of the
band's past for the benefit of "our

BOOK SALE

on

CKMS, talking about their music

SirKC 1481
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•Pre-uni versity courses in a wide variety of academic subjects
•Bright facilities in downtown Guelph
•Fully equipped computer and science labs
•Small classes, personal attention, experienced staff.
For information or a visit, contact Mr. D. McCallum, Principal
Wyndham College. 121 Wyndham St., Guelph NIH 4E9

(519) 822-5515
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Tell the cashier,
my kid brother (or sister)"
save 15% on all regular
priced Sundries.
Bookstore in the Concourse.

Do yon
you
could be an
advertising
—

—\

manager?
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If you think you have the ambition.
personal hutzspa, and time to dedicate to a
position which teaches you things everyday
in a working climate which makes you want
to come back, then you should be working
If interested,
for Student Publications.
come up to the CORD Weekly offices
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behind the games room and ask for Bert.

Give
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Please enter me in the Student Long Distance Contest.
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Rules and Regulations:

1. to enter, print your name, address and telephone number on an official Telecom Canada entry form or on an

description, in not less than 25 words, explaining why you wouldlike to make a Long Distance call Only original hand written copies will be accepted

and those mechanicallyreproduced win be disqualified
Mail to: Student Long Distance Contest, P.O. Bo* 1491, Station A, Toronto, Ontario MSW
Calls to any point outside the entrant• s Iwal flat rate calling area

2EB

TeiefiOra'S Garden Pail
.
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gifts for Easter, March 30. And
___i

-

2.Enterasoftenasyoucan,buteachentrymustbemailedinaseparateenvelope,bearsufficientpostage.andbepostmarkednolaterthan
February 26,1986, the contest closing date The sponsors do not assume any responsibility for lost, delayed or misdirected entries. Only entries
received prior to the draw dates will be eligible for contestparticipation
3. There will be a total of four (4) pnzes awarded nationally (see Rule #4 for prize distribution). Each prize will consist of a 1986 Pontiac Fiero Sport
Coupe with all standard equipment plus the following options: AM/FM Stereo Radio and aluminum cast wheels. Approximate retail value of each prize
i5513.000.00. Local delivery, federaland provincial taxes as applicable, are included as part ofthe prize at no cost to the winner Vehicle insurance,
registration, license, and any applicable income tax, will be theresponsibility of each winner. Each vehicle will delivered to the GM Pontiac dealer
nearest the winner's residence in Canada. The prize will be awarded to the person whose name appears on the entry, limit of one prize per person. All
pnzes must be accepted as awarded, with no cash substitutions Prizes will be awarded to each winner by TelecomCanada Prizes awarded may not
be exactly as illustrated.
4. Random selections will be made from all eligible entries submitted, at approximately 2:00 PM E.S.T. November 27,1985 and March 12,1986in
Toronto, Ontario, by the independent contestorganization. Prizes will be awarded as follows: Two (2) Fiero Sport Coupes will be awarded from all
entries postmarked no later than midnight, November 13,1985, and two (2) Fiero Sport Coupes will be awarded from all entries postmarked no later
than midnight, February 26,1986. Eligible entries other than the two winnersof the November 27 draw will automatically be entered in the finaldraw
March 12,1986 Chances of being selected are dependent upon the totalnumber of entriesreceived as of each draw Selected entrants, in order to
w'n ' musl l uali,V according to the rules and will be required to correctly answer unaided, a time-limited, arithmetic, skill-testing question during a
pre-arrangedtelephone interview All decisions of the contest organization are final By accepting a prize, winners agree to the use of their name,
address and photograph for resulting publicity in connectionwith this contest. Winners will also be required to sign an affidavit certifying their
compliancewiththecontestnjles.Toreceivealistofwinners,sendapostage-paid,self-addressedenvelopewithinthree(3)monthsofthefinal
contest close date, February 26,1986 to: Student Contest Winners, Telecom Canada, 410 Laurier Avenue W., Room 960, Box 2410, Station 'D',

Ottawa,Ontario,KlP6Hs.
5. This contestis open only to students who have reached the age of majority in the province in which they reside and who are registered full-time at
any accredited Canadian University, College or Post-Secondary Institution, except employees and members of their immediate families (mother,
father, sisters, brothers, spouse and children) of Telecom Canada, its member companies and their affiliates, their advertising and promotional
agencies and the independent contest organization. No correspondence will be entered into except with selected entrants.
6. Quebec Residents. Any dispute or claim by Quebec residents relating to the conduct of this contestand the awarding of prizes may be submitted to
tie Rigie desloteries et courses du Quebec This contestis subjectto all Federal, Provincial and Municipal laws
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Make 3 Long Distance calls, enter the numbers you called on
this entry form, send it along ana yo„ could be one ot Iwo
tortunate StuaentS 10 Win a lieiy roniiac rierO.
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Hawks sweep Mustangs
by Scoop Furlong

Western's

season is over.

Laurier's is not.

Following disappointing play off defeats at the
hands of Western in football, basketball, and volleyball, a Laurier team has finally eliminated the
hated Mustangs. And they did it in style.
The Hockey Hawks swept the University of
Western Ontario (UWO) in two straight games

last week to end UWO's

season.

The Hawks

move on to host the Ontario Universities' Athletic
Association (OUAA) finals which will begin
tonight at the Waterloo Arena.
The Hawks will entertain defending Canadian
Inter-university Athletic Union (CIAU) champion
York Yeomen in the best-of-three final. In regular
season play Laurier downed York 7-2 in York
and tied the Yeomen 5-5 at home.
The Western victory was especially sweet for
the Hawks as the Mustangs have eliminated the
Hawks in this same semi-final round the past two

seasons.

Both games were monumental battles along the
boards. Hard hits were the norm not the
exception.

The series was also a tribute to goaltending.
Both games featured excellent goaltending by
four different goalkeepers. Laurier hung on to
beat UWO 3-2 on Thursday, and Saturday in
Exeter, Laurier came from behind to win 4-3 in
double overtime.

Dominate early,
hang on late

Double overtime
Game 2—Goalies duel in double overtime
The Hawks and a busload of supporters travelled
to Exeter for game two on Saturday night.
The Canadian Women's curling championships
which were being played in Thompson Arena forced
UWO to play their home game in this small community located 30 miles west of London.
The 500-plus crowd was 85 percent Exeter people
who were rooting for nearby UWO and Western
an Exeter native. They
captain Chris McCauley
were not, however, vocal. The Laurier supporters, on
the other hand, were extremely vocal. Though theoretically a Western home game, in reality game two
was more of a Laurier home game due to the vocal
and sometimes belligerent Hawk supporters.

Game 1 —Hawks never look back
In game one the Hawks built a 3-0 first-period lead

looked back. Laurier completely dominated the first period as attested to by the 18-9 shot
advantage. Two Hawk power play goals facilitated
the quick lead.
As is their custom the Hawks hit the scoreboard
early. UWO captain Chris McCauley provided the
opportunity by highsticking Hawk Bob Dean just 10
the game. Twenty-one seconds later
Laurier was ahead 1-0.
Leading scorer Terry McCutcheon started the
play. He called for the puck, received a pass at the
Mustang blueline and drew two defenders to him
before dropping the puck to Tim Glencross. Glencross
passed across the crease to an uncovered Shaun
Reagan who one-timed the puck by Mustang keeper
Chris Jackson.
UWO immediately had a chance to even the score
as another captain, Hawk captain Joel Levesque, was
penalized. Levesque went off with a charging penalty
just eight seconds after the goal. Severed good saves
by Laurier keeper John Sheppard and some effective
Hawk penalty killing, however, prevented any
damage.
•ee Outshot, page 23
and

never

—

The second game, though hardhitting, was less
chippy than game one. Excellent officiating contributed to this fact.
The game started much the same as game one
with a quick Laurier goal. Bob Dean and Peter Black
set up Dave Banton's first playoff goal just 1:52 into
the contest.
Both teams played a dump-and-chase style to open
the game. Western's forechecking which presented a
number of Western scoring opportunities was more
effective than that of Laurier. The Hawks had trouble
adjusting to the uncharacteristic fast-paced two-man
forechecking system employed by UWO.
see Scoreless, page 23
—

Hawk Bob Dean and Mustang Rob Vanwynsberghe
engage in fisticuffs early in the third period of game

one.

CORD photo by Andrew M. Dunn
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Three indoor track records shattered
Special to the Cord

The Ontario University Athletic
Association (OUAA) Indoor Track
and Field Championships held last
Friday and Saturday at York University, saw three Laurier records, all
contributed to by track star, Mike
Booker as he led the men's team to
an eighth-place overall finish.
The 1500 m was the first recordbreaking effort for Booker as he
competed in what had to be the best
middle-distance field assembled this
season. Besides Booker, the stellar
field included University of Waterloo's Mark Inman, London-Western's Mark Walters and their
"Golden Boy" Kent Thexton, University of Toronto's Jamie Stafford,
Queens' Dave Mathers, and University of Guelph's Geoff Cameron.
Led by Inman the tightly bunched
pack blazed the 200 splits in the
consistent 30-second range. The field
began to string out as the punishing
pace began to take its toll. Stafford,
Walters, and Cameron began to lose
contact with lead runners Inman,
Mathers, and Booker. Thexton,
unable to sustain the pace dropped
out and collapsed on the infield.

m

An injured Pat Wyllie

With one lap to go, Booker held
the lead briefly, with Inman, and
Mathers hot on his heels. It was at
this point the veteran Inman made
the move that would eventually give
him the victory over the remaining

m

enth place.

200 metres.

"Inman came blowing by at the
bell (lap) and I thought I could tuck in
behind him, pick it up, then go like
hell," said Booker, "but then Mathers came up and boxed me in
I
couldn't get out."
Forced by Mathers' surprise move
to slow down and swing out in order
to get some clear running room,
Laurier's lanky runner had to settle
for the bronze, as all three runners
crossed the finishing line with less
than a second separating them, and
1/100th of a second separating
Inman and Mathers. Booker's final
time of 3:50.74e was bettered by
Inman's 3:49.85e and Mathers'
3:49.85e.
The 1000 m was Booker's other
record event as the elated runner
romped to a 2:29.35, breaking his
previous school record of 2:30.5.
Combined with standards set by him
last year, Booker's final season tally
leaves him with five school records,
...

and entry into the Canadian Inter-

University Athletic Union (CIAU)
1500 Championships to be held in
mid-March in Edmonton, where he
will be a definite medal contender.
The third record was captured in
the 4xBoom relay as the team of
Robb Zilles, Andrew Berg, Peter
Self, and Booker broke the 1984
school record of 8:10.6 with a time
of 8:09.7 to finish eighth overall.
Wayne Riley and Kevin Powers
battled in the 5000 m to finish 14th
and 15th with respective times of
16:03.9 and 16:09.9. In the 600m

m

Zilles placed 15th overall with a
1:25.9. Mike Hatoski was 21st in
the 60m with a 7.75 clocking, and
Self ran 4:10.8 to finish 16th.

m

A 36.4 in the 300 was good
enough to place Steve Watson ninth
overall, and the 4x200m relay team
of Lloyd Eadie, Watson, Chris
Zadow, and Hatoski finished with a
time of 1:34.9 in a dispute-filled race
that saw the eventual disqualification
of the Queen's and Guelph teams,
which moved Laurier up to a fourthplace standing.

How to

mmA
\

threw

12.33 in the shot-put then proceeded to fault twice, before dropping out to ice a painful, swollen
ankle on the sidelines. His one good
throw was far enough to grab sev-

leave
\ home
.without
woriy

Three of four
in snooker
championships
special to the Cord

Laurier took home three of four
first-place trophies at the 1986
Ontario Inter-Varsity Snooker Championships held February 22 in
Guelph.
Six universities competed in the
round robin tournament: Guelph,
Ottawa, Carleton, Queen's, Westem, and Laurier. In both singles and
doubles competition three games
were played against each university
for a total of 15 games.
Don Corazon captured two of the
trophies as he won the singles title as
well as scoring the high run of the
tournament. At tournament's end
Corazon's record stood at an impressive 11-4.
An 11-4 win-loss record was also
good enough to capture the doubles
title. Laurier's Danny Pound and
Barry Frieburger rode a first-round,
three—game sweep of three-time
partner champion Guelph to the tide.
It was the first time in eight years
Laurier competed in the doubles
competition.
A four trophy sweep was not possible for Laurier as the Hawks did not
have an entry in the women's
category.

■Jr
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Last month we
had over 150
requests for

Shaw
graduates!

Choose a Wardair Contiki
holiday and relax. It's a holiday full of fun,
adventure and excitement. You'll have a
wonderful time.
And if your folks start to worry, tell them
not to. Tell them it's a Wardair Contiki tour.
Tell them Contiki has been taking people
your age around Europe for 25 years. They'll
know about Wardair's great reputation, but it
can't hurt to play it up. Make sure they know
that there's an experienced tour manager
on every trip so you don't have to take care
of hassles with customs, currency and

accommodation.
Now with any little worries out of the way,
you can concentrate on the good time you'll
have. You'll travel with a

group that shares

your interests and your age (18-35s only),
Wardair's Contiki tours draw young people
from around the world, so you're sure
to meet an interesting range of new friends.
No one's going to force you to traipse
around endless old, cold buildings either
Contiki tours are planned to appeal to your
interests, and if you'd rather plan some of
your own activities, that's okay too.
Tours range from 13 to 65 days, and can
cover most of the high spots of Europe and
Britain. A Wardair Contiki tour is as much
fun as you can handle!
Your Travel Agent has the new Wardair
Contiki brochure and all the information
you'll need to plan to leave home on the
trip of a lifetime.

4Wardair Holidays

—

It's no wonder our students are
always in demand for
satisfying, rewarding jobs . . .
Jobs which can be theirs in less
than one year!

0 Legal, Executive, Word
Processing,
Receptionist-Secretarial
0 Business Entree
0 Business-Administration,
Computer/Accounting
0 Sales Professional
. . . and many more!
We've been helping people like
you start careers for over
93 years.
Call or write for more
information.

"s/jawCowlSy
starts
Your career

"

here

2436 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario

M4P 2H4

(416) 481-6477
Name

(Please Print)

Address

City
Postal Code

Province
(Area Code) Telephone

W-L
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Quarterfinal victory
by Brad Lyon

For the first time in at least five
years, the Laurier Golden Hawks
advanced to the Final Four championship tournament of the Ontario
Universities' Athletic Association

(OUAA) West division. A scintillating come from behind 102-91
quarter-final thumping of the Windsor Lancers paved the way.
The February 25 game featured
two dynamic Hawks playing their

last home

game

before graduating.

As the Kali ticked away, the
Hawks seemed determined to let
Windsor back in the game. At
12:20, Windsor completed its comeback as a Matt St.Louis basket tied
the score at 81-81. St. Louis led the
Lancers with 20 points and 5
rebounds.
For the next four minutes, the lead
seesawed back and forth between
the Lancers and the Hawks, with no
more than a three-point lead for
either squad. Then at 16:30 Urosevic took control for the Hawks. His
two foul shots gave the Hawks a
90-85 lead, and then two timely

rebounds squelched Lancer attempts
to close that gap.
A three-point play by Polischuk
with one minute left in the game, put
the game away as Laurier opened a
seven-point lead, 96-89. Foul shots
on three Lancer fouls (to stop the
clock) in the last minute accounted
for the remainder of the Hawk
scoring.

Mark Polischuk played the best
game of his career, coming off the
bench in the first half to lead all scorers with 31 points. Steve Forden, one
of the Hawks'most prolific players
this season, chipped in with 16 points

to finish off his university career on a
high note.
The first half started with the
Lancers threatening to blow the
Hawks off the court. Although the
score was bed 8-8 at the 4:00 mark,
in a fast moving, back and forth
match, by the 8:00 mark the Lancers
had opened a nine- point bulge, 25-

ed and then set up a Demaree

basket.
On the subject of the game, itself,
Coulthard noted that Demaree kept
the Hawks in the game early in the
first half. He then went on to say the
Hawks had gotten complacent in the
second half, and a little uptight.
Those factors, combined with super
Lancer shooting in the second half,
allowed the Hawks to squander an
11-point half-time lead.

16 over the Hawks.
In fact, the Hawks suffered a
three-minute scoring drought in the
first half, which did not end until

Forden sank his second basket of the
game at the 9:00 mark.

Bob Urosevic and Brian Demafor their
high scoring, kept the Hawks within
striking distance in the first half. Urosevic with 8 of his 14 points, and
Demaree with 12 of his 15 points on
the evening, sank timely baskets to
prevent the gap from increasing to an
insurmountable margin. They also
aided the Hawk cause defensively,
as Demaree collected eight rebounds,
and Urosevic added seven.
From the 10:00 mark of the first
half on, though, the Hawks mounted
their first major comeback of the
evening. An Andy Balogh basket,
and then three baskets by Polischuk
gave the Hawks the lead 33-31 on a
basket and a foul shot, and by the
15:30 mark the Hawks had expanded the lead to 43-31 as they
simply shut down the Lancers.
ree, two players not noted

Two-minute lapse costs Hawks
by Brad Lyon

guards to score the big basket when it
needed. Credit goes to the Mustang defence. Their quickness prevented the usually high-scoring
Hawk guards from capitalizing until
it was too late.
Even with this disadvantage,
though, the Hawks were able to prevent the game from getting out of
reach until the final few minutes. The
Hawk "big men", namely Andy
Balogh, Darren Syer and Brian
was

For the first time in five years the
Laurier Golden Hawks men's basketball team reached the semi-finals
of the Ontario Universities' Athletic
Association (OUAA) West division.
Unfortunately, the semi-final was the
culmination of their 1985-86 season.
The Hawks suffered an 87-75
defeat at the hands of the Western
Mustangs in the championship tournament held at Western on February
28, in a titanic struggle which was
much closer than the score indicated.
The 12-point margin was not
indicative of the play in the game.
The quickly-paced first half concluded with a difference of only six
points.
In fact the Hawks were within five
points of Western with only three
minutes to go in the game. But a
concerted Western effort in those last
few minutes led to nine straight
Western points which put the game
out of reach.
The Hawks were hamstrung, to a
certain extent, by the inability of their

The Hawks had a regular

basketball, and

an

overall record of

16-15. Five of these victories came
over nationally-ranked teams.
Even with this remarkable record
the Hawks did not receive an invitation to participate in a regional
tournament.
"We felt our record was worth an
invitation, but maybe we had just too
mediocre a record. That's the price
you pay for being in this division,"
said coach Coulthard.
The OUAA West division was
won by Waterloo with a 64-59 victory over the Mustangs. Waterloo
had ousted McMaster 77-55 earlier.
Waterloo met York, the East division champions on Monday to
decide the OUAA championship.

At Lakehead

It Pays To Come Back!
There has never been a better time than now to continue
your education Financial assistance of about 53.880 to
Sll 185 for 1986-87 year is available to suitably qualified,
full-time students with some bursaries also available to
new part-time students

Lakehead University offers a

variety

of graduate programs

and applications are now being accepted for the

following

Helen

English M A
History M A
Sociology M A
Economics M.A
Psychology M.A

KELESI
VS.
YOUNG

Mathematics (M.A
M Sc.)
M.Sc.)
Theory of Coaching (M.A.
&

Jane

Chemistry M Sc.
Physics M.Sc
Biology M Sc
Forestry M Sc.
Geology M Sc
Education M Ed

&

For more information, call or write
Pentti Paularinne
Registrar

Steve Forden

Friday
March 21,1986
U. of W. Gym
Tickets $5.00 at
WLUSU Offices

j

season

record of 6-6 in probably the toughest division in Canadian university

PfewUMwtirsc^
Masters' Programs

Ki

The second half started off much
as the first half did, with the Lancers

For the purposes of Canadian
Inter-university Athletic Union basketball, Canada is divided into four
regions. After conference championships have been held, one city in each
region holds a tournament to which
three other teams are invited.

Demaree deserve commendation for
their scoring to keep Laurier in the
game. Demaree was one of the
Hawks' high scorers with 17 points.
According to coach Chris Coulthard, the last vestige of Hawk hope
in this semi-final encounter vanished
as Rene Luypaert fouled out in the
second half. The inside game had
not been that effective until Luypaert
had created some action just prior to
his leaving the game. "He had really
been doing some things inside for
us," said Coulthard.
Even with this defeat, the Hawks
still hoped to advance to further playoff action in the form of a regional.

PRO TENNIS

The half-time score was 57-46;
tin incredible score considering that
in an earlier game this season, the
Hawks scored only 50 points in an
entire game against McMaster.
going to the attack and applying
unrelenting pressure. Windsor got on
the board first, and by the 4:00 mark
had reduced the Laurier lead to 7,
65-58, as the Hawks seemed afraid
to shoot from the outside, yet were
zone
unabie to penetrate the
By the 7:00 mark, the Lancers had
closed the gap even more, 67-63.

A free throw in the fog (the fog?) during Lauder's scintillating come-from-behind
102-91 playoff win over Windsor Lancers, cordp mo by David wumenng

Lakehead University
Oliver Road
Thunder Bay, Ontario P7B SEI
(807) 345-2121 ext. 269 or ext. 500

Education Working For You
|

Mark Polischuk

After the game, Polischuk, a
fourth-year Arts student, said this
game was a great way to end a
career. Since the addition of Rene
Luypaert to the Hawk squad, Polischuk has been shoved into the
background. Thirty-one points shows
he accepted his role quite well.
Coach Chris Coulthard concurred
on the subject of Polischuk. "It was
Mark's finest hour." In fact, during
one 30-second span in the first half
Polischuk put on a one-man show, as
he committed a steal, shot, rebound-
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Applications are now being accepted for
Typing Service Manager. This challenging
position will allow the individual to fine tune
his/her interpersonal and organizational and
managerial experience while at school,
please submit your resume to Marie Gilkinson, Programming Director, by March 10,
1986 in the WLUSU Offices.
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Applications are
open for the
following Student

Publications
positions:

Cord Sports Editor
Cord Production Manager
Cord Copy Editor
Photo Technician Keystone
Photo Manager
Advertising Manager
Student Publications Director
Systems Technician
Cord Assistant News Editor Student Publications President

UT&T Manager
Looton Manager
Keystone Editor
Keystone Assistant Editor

—

For further information regarding any of these postions, inquire at the Cord
offices, 2nd floor, NCC.

See Lynn Kurtz for applications at the Cord
offices. All applications must be submitted to
Lynn Kurtz by Friday, March 7,1986 at 4 p.m.
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Outshot, outmuscled, outscored
continued from page 19
Following several good hits by
both sides, Hawk Pete Black lured
Mustang Tony Yosopovic into a
senseless tripping penalty. Black
and Yosopovic jostled when lining
up for a faceoff and after the puck
was dropped Yosopovic took out
his frustrations by blatantly tripping Black.
An ensuing scuffle and penalty
parade followed, with Western's
Rob Vanwynsberghe taking an
additional two minutes for unsportsmanlike contact. All other penalties were offsetting and the Hawks
ended up with a two-man advantage.
The Hawks quickly capitalized
as Reagan tipped a Steve Handy
point shot though Jackson's legs to
score what was his and the Hawks'
second goal of the night. The
Hawks were ahead 2-0 at the 7:18
mark of the first period.

Western's best chance of the

period came on a breakaway by
Mustang tough guy Joe Rampton.
Rampton attempted a deke to the
outside, but Sheppard hugged the
post to foil him.

Laurier's third goal came late in
the period on a heads-up-play by
the Hawks'third line. Black passed
cross ice to Dave Banton who blew
by one defenceman at the Mustang
blue line. Banton lured the other
defenceman and the goaltender
towards him before dumping off to
Dean who threw the puck into the
open side of the net.
Western changed tactics in the
second period. They started dumping the puck into the Laurier zone
in an attempt to pressure the Hawk
defence. It worked.

The Hawks coped well for the
first five minutes in holding UWO
shotless. The next ten minutes,
however, were Western's most
effective. Sheppard was spectacular in stopping Brian Todd on a
breakaway and again in stopping a
one-timed shot off of the stick of
Darren Cholod.
The Mustangs finally did score
during this stretch. Cholod banged
home a rebound during a power
play at the 12:21 mark to pull to
within two.

Laurier rebounded in the final
five minutes of the period to reestablish control of the game.
Again in the third period neither
team had a shot on goal in the
period's first five minutes. But this
time it was Laurier who was applying the pressure.
Also in the first five minutes of
the third was the series' first fight.
Dean and Vanwynsberghe were
both ejected from the game after
engaging in spirited fisticuffs.

but in the game's final few
seconds it was Sheppard who had
to make the saves as Western apputes,

lied extreme pressure.

The Hawks outshot Western

11-10 in the third period. Overall
Laurier outshot Western 42-32.
Western coach Barry Martinelli

Unlike in game one, in game two
Western built a first-period lead.
Hawk goalkeeper Mike Moffat had
a somewhat suspect period which
allowed Western to jump ahead
3L

Ex-Hawk Jim Quinn beat Moffat low to the glove side to tie the
game at one. Quinn's shot from the
top of the faceoff circle was well
placed and Moffat was slightly out
of position.
Less than a minute later UWO
took their first lead of the series.
Mike Tomlak broke in over the line
and fired the puck. Moffat made
the save; Tomlak spun off a Hawk
defenceman, picked up the rebound
and fired again. A sliding Moffat
knocked down the rising shot with
his goal stick into the top of the net.
The shot may have been going
over the net.

A bad clearing attempt resulted
in UWO's third goal. Mike Loc-

The Hawks rebounded in the
second period. Following sustained
pressure Laurier tied the score just
2:30 into the period.
Shaun Reagan started the play
by passing to defenceman Eric
Calder after knocking McCauley
off of the puck. Calder shot and the
rebound went back to the other
point. Defenceman Rod Cunningham's low point shot was deflected
through McCullough's legs by Tim
Glencross.
The game was tied 3-3 and
would remain so for over 64

minutes.

For fans and spectators alike it

was tension time. Pulse rates went
up and down with the flow of the

play. As Hawk coach Wayne
Gowing said, "They have got three
or four guys who can put the puck
in the net at any time. Every time
they were out there I was shaking."

r

[— i

Prop Courses for
June LSAT
Mar. 15GMAT

thought his troops were intimidated
in the first period but rebounded
well in the second and third. He
hoped his team could "crank up the
speed" in game two.

r

Midway through the final frame
Sheppard robbed Rampton on
another breakaway. This time
Rampton deked inside, but Sheppard came up with an excellent toe

(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

THINKING ABOUT

CONTACT LENSES
SPECIALIZING IN THE FITTING OF ALL
CONTACT LENSES.

save.

Laurier looked to have the game
well in control until defenceman
Rod Cunningham decided to make

•

•

•

Daily wear Soft lenses
Soft Toric lenses
Extended Wear lenses

•

•

•

Gas Perm lenses

Bifocal contact lenses
Specialty lenses for the hard to fit person

things interesting. Cunningham
stickhandled in front of his own net
and lost the puck. Rampton quickly
knocked the puck by Sheppard to
pull the Stangs to within one. The
goal came with 5:27 remaining in

the game.
Both goaltenders came up with
big saves in the game'sfinal min-

A scoreless 64 minutes
continued from page 19

Both coaches agreed the goaltending was excellent. "John played
very well: exactly what we expect
from him. We will be going with
Mike (Moffat) on Saturday and we
expect the same from him," said
Laurier coach Wayne Gowing.

We are the difference...between looking GOOD
and looking GREAT.

22 KING ST. S. WATERLOO

888-6980

puck through his legs.
Aitchison explained the play:
"Syko (Sykes) threw it out and I
fanned on it. It went through my
legs and off my skate to Mars
(Marsden). Then I knew it was in."
The series was over
two
straight.

Eye Examinations Arranged
(owner U of W graduate, BSc.)

,

BUY YOUR
BOOKS NOW

—

It was a costly win for the Hawks
Pete Black left the game in the
first period with a slight concussion.
He will be back for the next series.
as

THE WLU BOOKSTORE IS IN THE PROCESS
OF RETURNING OVERSTOCKED BOOKS TC
THE PUBLISHERS. DON'T GET CAUGHT
WITHOUT THE BOOKS YOU WILL REQUIRE
THIS TERM.

Tim Glencross is not as lucky.
Glencross blew his knee out in a
collision with Jim Quinn during the
second period. His knee is in a cast
and it is expected he will be out of
action for 10 to 21 days. He could
be back in time for the CIAU
championships.

IMPORTANT

"That's the worst thing about
Jim Quinn. He is always chopping

It was in the first five minutes of
the first overtime that Moffat turned
his sceptics into believers. He was
sensational. The Mustangs were all
over the Hawks, yet they couldn't
put the puck by the incredible

Resumes

Moffat.

•

Following that first five minutes
of incredible pressure the Hawks

•

rebounded. The remainder of the
two overtime periods saw Laurier
hold a slight advantage in numer-

•

•

Flyers
Business Cards
Tickets
Report Covers
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ous scoring opportunities.

In particular Beric Sykes, Dave
Aitchison (twice) and Dean were

foiled on good scoring opportunities.
As the game grew longer, however, the pressure mounted for
if they didn't score their
UWO

'

—

Joel Levesque
picked up the errant pass and
blasted a shot. The puck bounced
out to Quinn who blasted a shot
through Moffat's legs. It was a 3-1
lead late in the first period.
Doug Marsden pocketed a big
goal late in the period to pull Laurier to within one. The sniper broke
in alone and calmly wristed the
coco

puck by Western goalkeeper Tim
McCullough.

season was over.

The Hawks,

on

the other hand could afford the

loss.
The winning goal came at the
6:41 mark of the second overtime
period. Quinn, in a clearing attempt, rapped the puck around the
boards. Sykes intercepted the pass
and shuffled out of the corner. The
puck ended up on Marsden's stick
at the other side of the net. Marsden
waited for McCullough to slide
accross the net before sliding the

Tim Glencross
at the knees," commented Hawk
head trainer Mark Edwards.
Glencross has been outstanding
this season and his presence will be
greatly missed. Another fourthyear veteran, Joel Levesque had a
great series. He constantly dished
out punishing checks and no Mustang could, or would, physically

challenge him.

Ask for Roger

884-2991
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UNIVERSITY TYPESETTING
TRANSPARENCIES
"Professional

Quality at Lower Prices"
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THE GODFATHER Pizza

&

Subs

TOURNAMENT
Prize Values
Ist $300
2nd $ 150

$75
You Could Be A Winner!!
3rd

Monday, March 10th
Bpm- 12pm
TURRET

Home of the $5.99 BSlice Pizza !

|c£|fc|

Q

Prize packages are sponsored by the following K-W merchants: Video
Station, Chances R, Gus Maue Sports, Pizza Palace, Schendel Stationary,
Joseph's Coiffures, After A Fashion, Natural Sound Shop, McGinnis
Landing, Waterloo Theatre, Westmount Place Pharmacy.
Best of Luck To All Participants.
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IF YOU ARE GRADUATING NEXT YEAR AND PLAN TO
PARTICIPATE IN ON-CAMPUS RE CRUITING, IT IS A GOOD
IDEA TO PREPARE AND PRINT YOUR RESUME AND UCPA
FORM PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER. A UCPA FORM IS A STAND
ARDIZED JOB APPLICATION FORM USED ON CAMPUSES
ACROSS CANADA. WITH APPLICATION DEADLINES AS
EARLY AS OCTOBER 1, THE MORE YOU CAN GET DONE
NOW THE BETTER.
ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS SHOULD BE AWARE THAT
APPROXIMATELY 140 ORGANIZATIONS RECRUIT AT W.L.U.,
MANY OF WHOM INTERVIEW GRADUATES FROM ALL DISCIPLINES. ATTEND THE ARTS AND SCIENCE PLACEMENT
ORIENTATION SESSION FOR '87 GRADS ON TUESDAY,
MARCH 11, 10:00 11:00 A.M. IN P3015 WHERE THE WHOLE
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING PROCEDURE WILL BE EXPLAINED.
AVOID THE SEPTEMBER RUSH. ATTEND A RESUME
WRITING WORKSHOP SOON. PICK UP A UCPA FORM AND
GET READY NOW!
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Mnrrh 11

Placement Orientation Session for
87 Arts and Sc.ence Grads

10:00

-

11:00 a.m., P3015

Wednesdav
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SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

PJzJ||Ai vi

To date, 80 employers have posted
various summer employment opportunities with Placement and Career Services.
All Students looking for summer employment should consult the summerjob
binder in PCS weekly for new postings.

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

EiruTC
PAIR OF EIGHTS

JfcgnPjl REAL
D
I U/ORLK/

!

for

[T l7

an incredible low price

of $8.88

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
Reading Week is over, You are supposed to feel refreshed and rejuvenated.
Instead you feel nothing but panic. After
all, you graduate in May, classes will be

over in six weeks, and you haven't got a
clue as to what you are going to be doing
after graduation. Even if you have something to carry you over into September,
that still just delays the inevitable by four
months. To make matters worse your
best friend is enjoying the luxury of
choosing among three different job offers
while you continue to rationalize by
claiming to wanting to devote all your
attention to your studies. You haven't
bothered looking into any of the services
and programs offered by Placement and
Career Services even though it was on the
top of your priority list last September
when you weren't so busy. Where did the
last six months go, anyway? If you go

EXPECTATIONS IN LINE
h/jtu rur
mro
WITH THE REALITIES
OF THE WORKPLACE?
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$8.88

buy two etght shte 4 item Pizzas
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'87 GRADS: GET READY NOW!
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THE SECOND ONE FREE
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TUESDAY

combination Sub ot the
regular low price of $3.05
and get
~

Register in the Concourse March 6,7&10
fromloto2. Registration fee $4.50.

* * ***

MONDAY
SPECIAL

Arts & Science
A
ATTEND
Placement
Orientation for "transition into the workplace"
Wednesday, march 12,1986
'87 Grads
10:00 11:30 a.m.
UL MARTIN CENTRE

ft

there now they will probably just
look down their noses at you and ask you
why you are just getting down to doing
some career planning now when you
should have been involved in their programs as early as first year. Right?
Wrong! PCS still has something to
offer you. Whether you are about to
graduate or about to finish your first
year, there is still hope for you provided
you are willing to take the first step,
Make an appointment with a career advisor or attend a Career Exploration
Workshop. Regardless ofhow uncertain
you are about your career goals, your
concerns will be received with interest
and a genuine desire to help. Did you
realize, for example that On-CampusRecruiting is only one way of finding fulltime employment. Many Laurier students find their jobs through other
means. You are also eligible to partake
of all PCS services after you graduate.
Alumni can use our Job Referral Service
and also qualify for individual career
couselling as long as they wish.
We in PCS have no great expectations
of you other than for you to ask for our
help. While we make no guarantees that
you will be successful in your job search,
we are very confident that our expertise
and desire to assist you will get you
started on the right track. Your friend
with the three job offers has probably put
a lot of energy, time and effort into getting to that point. Rather than lamenting
your own fate, why not get involved with
our services now. We are eager to help.
over

-

1986, 10.00 a. m .

Tuesday, March

Arts & Science students may apply for
many of the on-campus recruiting positions that will be available next year.
t
1
11
J
This
session will explain all you need to
_
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Medical College Admission Test
TfeST DATES

1986

iy °°

Regular Registration Pet™*
Deadlines (regular lee)
J" d

know about on-campus recruiting.

7000 SUMMER JOBS
Experience' 86 offers 7000 career related
summer jobs in more than 100 Ontario
Government ministries and organizations.
r
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April 19

Die

P

Late Registration
Receipt Deadlines
(additional^-required)

-

September 13

March 21. 1986
August 15, 1986

—MCAT Registration

April 4. 198*
August 29 1986

Packets are now avatlab*e In

PCS—

Special Note to Candidates
Many of you may not return to the campus before the fall 1986
postmark deadline. If you are planning to take the September 13,
, 1986- examination you are strongly urged to register before you

leave campus in the spring. II that is not possible, make absolutely sure that you have a 7eg.strat.on packet avatlable in time to
mee(
fa j| deadline.

GRADUATING IN MAY?
Graduating students from all disciplines are encouraged to register with the
job referral service offered by Placement
and Career Services. Employers have
used this service in the past to post a
variety of job vacancies including positions such as computer programmers,
researchers, financial planners, sales
representatives, students-in-accounts,
underwriters, placement officers and
supervisors.
You may register by submitting 10-15
copies of your resume and completing a
referral registration form on which you

indicate your job preferences and desired
locations. When employers list openings
for which you are qualified and interested in, your resume will be automatically forwarded to the appropriate firms,
Each time your resume is submitted you
will be notified so that you can carry out
the appropriate follow-up.
If you are interested in job referral,
you are required to attend a Job Search
Workshop prior to registering. You are
invited to register any time after March
15 and as an alumnus you are entitled to a
lifetime use of this service.

